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SBCURITY CLMliriCATION OF THIS P*Ogf1Wi«ii Oaf «nffO 

The problam was to analyze ■•laotad politiaal, strategic, and tactical 
current issues confronting the NATO alliance.  The NATO alliance has been the 
backbone of American defense alliances since 1949.  It has undergone several 
political, strategic, and tactical changes since its inception. Currently, 
it is in the process of undergoing another series of changes in all three 
fields. These fields are quite necessarily interrelated and cannot be dealt 
with in a vacuum.  This study attempts to tie the above issues together.  In 
this process the interrelationship between political, strategic, and tactical 

decisions becomes apparent. 

Chapter one deals with the background and issues surrounding MBFR. It 
concludes that by some means an eventual US troop reduction from Europe is 
probably inevitable and presents some of the proposals which have been 
advanced to defend Europe with fewer men. 

Chapters two and three deal with two of these proposals - the adoption 
of a short war strategy and reductions of tactical nuclear weapons in Europe. 
Chapter two concludes that, in spite of some inherent problems, a short war 
strategy should be adopted by the US and NATO so as to try and limit the 
possibility of escalation to the utilisation of nuclear weapons. Chapter three 
concludes that the tactical nuclear weapon issue in Central Europe is very 
complex and is probably not going to be resolved in the near future in 

either MBFR or SALT. 

Chapter four ties all of the preceeding analyses together.  It examines 
the rationale behind the changes in tactical doctrine and organization which 
the Federal Republic of Germany (PRO) is now undergoing.  In the process of 
doing this it is observed that the high mobility of the emerging tank-heavy 
FRG force structure is ideally suited for a short war. The combat service 
support is being centralized or assigned to the territorial forces so as to 
increase the tooth-to-tail ratio.  Tactical units have been made smaller so 
as to be more mobile and easier to control.  The tactical doctrine for the 
defense has undergone some drastic changes which aro also compatible with a 
short war strategy.  The FRG plans on defending well forward. They do not 
plan on giving up terrain and appear to be willing to accept encirclement. 
Their defense is characterized by audacity and mobility. They plan on con- 
ducting mobile warfare where units - platoon to brigade sized - are quickly 
shifted on the battlefield to deal with threats and theh returned to their 
defensive positions.  They plan on using their mobility as a combat multi- 
plier while attriting an enemy force. This concept is entirely compatible with 
a short war strategy which attempts to win the first battle so that conflict 
control and termination can be achieved at the negotiating table. 

The study concludes that a short war strategy should be adopted by the 
US and its NATO allies. Accompanying this strategic change should be an 
organizational one.  The FRG example i« a good strating point for analysis. 
These changes should allow a conflict in Europe to stay nonnuclear. The 
German tactics and organization are fitted to either a nuclear or nonnuclear 
conflict. There are some potential problems in the German tactics, but their 
use of mobility has much to commend it. 
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Introductin^ 

The following chapter3 have b9en wr.tten to ^^^ 

anä anaiy„ so.» « the current political strategic and 

tacucal issues with which the NATO alliance is now 
confronted. 

The chapters that follow are separate entities but are 

also interrelated.    The first chapter deals with the 

hacxground and issues surrounding Mutual and Balanced Foroe 

eductions  (MBFH).    xt concludes with a presentation of 80ma 

the proposals that have heen „ade for the defense of MTO 

«Uh fewer ^    The subse,uent chapters deal with several 

of these proposals.    Chapter 2 deals with u. 
NATO .A    * he »'»»"aal that N TO adopt a  .short _. ^^^ ^^  ^ a 

-a-sy.    Chapter 3 deals with mFR ^ SA1I ^ ^ 

nuc ear weapons question and its relationship to the -long 
war" versus  "short war» /i=v,* 

nort war    debate presented in chapter 2. 
Chapter 4 presents a discussion nr ^ 

aiscussion of the doctrine,  tactics and 
force structure and their rationale,  that one country - 

The Pederal Republic of Oer^any . has adopted as part of 

her "short war" strategy.    Ihis effort ^ ^ 

' SOme eeneral »^"ations on the four chapters. 
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Chapter 1 

MBFRi  POSSIBLE OUTCOMES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS 

On 31 October 1973 the formal discussions of Mutual and 

Balanced Force Reductions (MBPR)1 in Europe began in Vienna. 

This was the result of five years of discussions within and 

between the NATO and Warsaw Pact nations. An MBFR agreement 

may have a profound effect on the United States Armed Forces. 

Therefore, with these talks getting underway, it will be 

useful to examine the environment within which these negotia- 

tions are taking place in order to try and determine possible 

outcomes from an MBFR agreement. This paper will briefly do 

this by examining the background of MBFR, to includei the 

motives of the differing participants in the MBFR negotiations, 

the NATO alliance problems, and the negotiating difficulties 

inherent in reaching an MBFR agreement. This examination of 

the background of MBFR will allow some speculation on possible 

outcomes. These possible outcomes will be linked to some 

doctrinal and force changes that have been suggested in order 

to see what the implications of an MBFR agreement may be for 

the United States military. 

MBFR surfaced in the 1968 NATO Ministerial meeting in 

Reykjavik. It had its origins in the Harmel Report as one of 

s 
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Warsaw Pact untU ^r the Rome MiniBtorial ^^ ^ ^ 

The Warsaw Pact sho„ea an incXi„atic„ to diScu3s the reduction 

°t  "foroi,«. ar«. rorces in reBponse t0 ^ ^ ^^ 

which cailed for both foreign and in^^ »^ ^ 

«eapons to he reaucea.3    The ^ aignal of ^^^ ^ 

readiness to negotiate was trans-itted by Generai Secretary 

Brezhnev in his speech to the 2<nh Partv r„n„ 
"^ »"fty Congress and his 

tUli. speech.      These 3peeches ^ on ^ eve ^ ^ 

m. «nisteriai «.^ in liBbon „^ ^^ ^ 

- depth.5   As . result of ^ ^ NAIO ^^^ J 

the «« countries hegan giving the subject of ^ ^ ^ 

consideration.    After a series of ^rn      , rieS 0f lnforinal and formal negotia- 
tions,  the Warsaw Pact agreed to «^ 

agreed to enter xnto MBFR negotiations 
in exchange for U.S.  particioatlon *«♦*..« Participation m the Conference  on 
European Security and Cooperation. 

Motives  for n/mpp ^^ 1, . |||| 

The Nixon administration has given two formal motives 

or .m.     .-our elective  in MBPH i3 „ and will ^^ ^ 

be - a .ore stabXe military balance at lower levela ^ 

^ces...      "^s is also a year in ^ ^  _ ^ 

negotiate a mutuaX and danced reduction of armed forces in 

have funds for other purposes at ho^ 
Mo.+v, Purposes at home so desperately needed.-7 
Neither of these administration M «ministration reasons are  to argue that 
MBFR negotiations do not offer th. »„   • 

nox offer the administration at least a 

i 
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temporary alternative to a uniiateral force reduction as a 

reoult of Congreeeional action on one of the annual "„ansfiold 

Resolutions." whioh call for a reduction of V.S.  troops in 
Europe.      Mansfield.s rationale for a unUateral ^^^.^ 

of forces fro» Europe illustrates soTO other possihle stives 

that the united states may have for MBFR negotiations.5 

Senator Mansfield has argued that the nations of Western 

EUTOP. are financially able  to assume a greater percentage 

of the costs of the co^non defense."    « has been reported 

that the united States troop co^itaent to NATO resulted in 

a "net U.S. „ilitary balance of payments deficit with NATO 

Europe of $1.*7 bimon.„ll    It
!
ls al30 estimate<1 that 

"the  incremental budgetary costs of stationing U.S.  troops 

in NAM Europe will amount to $W0 miUion in fiscal ^ 

W."       The Nixon administration sees the MBFR negotiations 

as a means of reducing these costs.    „ also sees the U.S. 
forces i„ Europe „ , negoUating advantage ^ ^ ^ 

«th the common Mancet countries on trade,  investment and 

-notary arrangements.^    senator Mansfield haa also argued 

that the U.S. would gain increased military flexibility if 

her troops in Europe were stationed in the United States." 

This became evident during the most recent Middle-East 

oonflict.    The European members of NATO were fearful of an 

interruption in their oil supplies by the Arab oil states if 

they supported Israel or the United States.    For this reason 

they denied the United States the right to use U.S. bases on 

7 
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their territory for the reBupply of Israel and protested 

when U.S. forces stationed in Germany were alerted for 

possible utilisation in the Middle-East.^ This combination 

of actions and lack of diplomatic support has straine1 

US-NATO relations.16 From this one can postulate a motive 

of the United States as being the desire to increase military 

flexibility by reducing the number of troops tied down in 

Europe. 

The motives for entering into MBFR negotiations by the 

European NATO nations were varied. As pointed out earlier, 

the Harmel Report offered MBFR as a means of promoting 

detente,. Senator Mansfield and his Senate resolutions for 

unilateral U.S. troop withdrawals from Europe1^ Were also 

probably a driving force among the NATO nations who fear a 

unilateral force reduction because they perceive "the grave 

political effects it would have in the East as well as in 

the West. „18 These grave effects are a -step toward, well, 

more or less. Soviet hegemony, as far as Europe is concerned."^ 

This argument by Schmidt and Brandt is predicated on the 

belief that Europe would not increase her financial outlays 

for defense, that even the combined British and French nuclear 

deterrent, without U.S. forces in Europe to serve as a "trip 

wire." would not be credible.20 The European solution to 

this problem that a unilateral reduction of forces might 

create became negotiations on MBFR. 

Others have argued that MBFR would provide cost reduc- 

tions for all the nations involved while the disarmers felt  P 

mm 
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that lower troop levol6 would reduoe the probability of 

violent conflict, others have hoped that MBfR „ight imp0se 

on the Soviet Union notations which would make future 

Czechoslovakias more difficult.21 

It is interesting to note that an argument can be made 

that western European motives for becoming Involved in mm 

negotiations are at least a partial attempt to preclude a 

U.S. unilateral reduction and possibly to defuse some of 

the other motives that the United States has for MBFfi.  it 

will now be useful to look at the Soviet Union and other 

Warsaw Pact nations- motives before analyzing the negotia- 

tions themselves. ■'''■),- 

The Soviet Union-s motives for MBFR probably revolve 

around their desired gains fro» detente, such as increased 

trade with the West, the Chinese military threat along their 

oommon Asian border, a reduction of U.S. influence in 

Western Burope while maintaining their position of hegemony 

in Eastern Europe, and a lower ceiling on the siSe of the 

Bundeswehr. They also probably hope to reduce American 

-forward based systems." which was a non-negotiable issue 
in SAW.    (The forward baaei Bysten  situation ^ ^^ 

txoned „bile discussing Western European motives and will be 

addressed again later as some have argued that they are a 

critical component in the MBFR negotiations). 

To the extent that the Soviet Union's Warsaw Pact allies 

have motives which are at deviance to the Soviet Union's. 

7 
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they, like NATO, probably hope to remove or reduce Soviet 

presence and thus her freedom of action in Eastern Europe. 

This may confront the Soviet Union with at least a partial 

dilemma. As mentioned, she hopes to reduce U.S. influence 

in Western Europe. , To do this, she may have to agree to 

some type of force reduction in Eastern Europe. Thus, to 

the extent that her position of hegemony in Eastern Europe 

is dependent on her forces theref she will suffer a reduc- 

tion in influence in Eastern Europe in exchange for the re- 

duction in U.S. influence in Western Europe. The obvious 

question then is which is more important to her. The answer 

to this question may have an impact on the type of outcome 

that results from the MBFR negotiations. 

Having briefly explained the motives of the participants 

in the MBFR negotiationss it will now be useful to look at 

the mission of NATO, the comparative force structures of 

NATO and the Warsaw Pact, and the evolution of NATO strategic 

doctrine before turning to the negotiating difficulties 

inherent in reaching an MBFR agreement. 

Coinparative Force Structures 

In order to understand the difficulties of reaching a 

negotiated agreement on force reductions and to be able to 

deal with some of the doctrinal and force structure changes 

which may result from an agreement, it is first necessary to 

compare forces. 23 

Ji 
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MANPOWER 

Ground Fcrces Including: Marines^ (in thousands) 

World- 
Wide 

United States 99Ü 
Britain 194 
Canada 33 
Belgium 65 
Netherlands 73 
West Germany 334 

France 
1,697 

Central 
Europf 

55 
3 

65 
72 

334 
719 

Totals 2.029 777 
♦Active Forces  Only 

War 
Soviet 

aw Pact 
Union 

Czechoslovakia 
East Germany 
Poland 

Totals 

World- 
Wide 
i2,067 

150 
90 

201 

2.508 

Central 
Europe 
430 
150 
90 

201 

871 

FORMATIONS 

In Central "Europe 
NATO 

Divs Indep bdes/regts 

, , Armd Mech Other Armd Mech . Other 
United States 
Britain 
Canada 
Belgium 
Netherlands 
West Germany 

France 

2 
2 

.   1 

2 

1 
mmmm 

6 2 

2 

1 
2 
2 

1 

1 
1 

8 0 
• 

2 
2 7 6 

■VW 
1 

Totals 8 11 2 7 6 1 

Soviet Union 
Czechoslovakia 
East Germany 
Poland 

Totals 

Warsaw Pact 
Armd divs 
fo^fior 
i^r 

5 
2 

-1 

26 

fl 

»Category 1  is between 3 
Category. .2  is be twee 
vehicles. 

en 3/+ 
n 1/2 

Mech divs 
Category 

13 

6 

26 

2 

2 

Other divs 
Category» ¥ 

Indep bdes/regts" 
Gategor ¥ 

and full strength with full equipment, 
and 3/k  strength with complete fighting 

// 

, ,• j 
^^■.^M^..^.^MM^-^.—-^^—..-■.,......■....^.^.^.^.^ ^■,. ^._,.i..,,.j 
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MAIN BATTLE TANKS 

NATO 
United States TBT 
Britain 
Canada 
Belgium 
Netherlands 
»Vest Germany 

France 
Totals 

LAI 
In Central Europe 
Formation 
holding 

2,100 
600 
30 

300 
450 

2.950 

1 6,^30 

"^BT 

Warsaw Pact 
Soviet Union 
Czechoslovakia 
East Germany 
Poland 

Totals 

TACTICAL AIRCRAPT 

In Central .Europe. 

NATO 
United States 
Britain 
Canada 
Belgium 
Netherlands 
West Germany 

fei 
ance 

Squadron 
holding 

130 
50 

1^+0 

1.220" 
500 

Warsaw Pact 
Soviet Union 
Czechoslovakia 
East Germany 
Poland 

Formation 
holding; 

6 »850 
2,500 
1.350 
3.100 

13.800 

Squadron 
holding 

1.250 
500 
320 
700 

SBa «tals I   1.720 1        Totals _      __ ^.,/v 
ATanks with or for operation units.    Reserve or replacement tanks 

not included. 
B    Including approximately 750 stockpiled for dual-based and 

immediate reinforcing formations. 

Theater Nuclear Weapons & Delivery Systems1 

US  '      USSR 
Warheads 
IRBM,  SRBM 
Cruise Missiles 
Unguided Rockett 
Arty       " 
Aircraft 
1. 

7-000 

"mr 
1.300' 

IkM 

1.600 
Not Available 

These figi^res are not exact or complete due to the nonavaila- 
bility of data. 

2.    These aircraft would not all necessarily carry nuclear weapons. 
NOTE 1    NATO was formed in 19^9 in response to a perceived threat from- 
the Soviet Union towards Western Europe.    The I962 NATO publication, 
NATO Fac^s About the North Atlantic Treaty Organization Statest     "The 
North Atlantic Treaty is essentially a framework for very broad co- 
operation between its signatories,    it is not only a military alliance 
formed to prevent aggression — or to repel it should the need arise; 
it also provides for  joint permanent action in the political economic 
end social fields,"    The forces shown in above charts are thus designer 
to deter an attack by Warsaw Pact and to defend Western Europe. 

«j* HU, 
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NATO Strategy 

One needs to remember that counting troops and comparing 

them is at best a difficult task due to differences in organi- 

zations, equipment and other intangibles such as morale, 

training and weather. Alan Bnthoven and K. Wayne Smith have 

argued that a "rough parity" can be said to exist in the 

Central European theater.   This term "rough parity" is 

used here to denote a situation where neither side has such 

a superiority of conventional arms as to be tempted to try a 

limited conventional attack. This then would mean that 

"flexible response" may still be a viable strategy for NATO. 

However, the charts show a Warsaw Pact advantage in manpower, 

divisions, main battle tanks and tactical aircraft. The 

United States has an advantage only in tactical nuclear 

weapons. This should further illustrate why the 

forward based systems consideration mentioned earlier may be 

of critical importance to the Soviet Union. It also illus- 

trates why the United States' NATO allies may be fearful of 

losing the US nuclear deterrent or at least the credibility 

of that deterrent.  The United States' k  1/3 divisions thus 

would not appear to constitute an irreplaceable force until 

one considers that nuclear option that their presence implies, 

the political influence which their presence may provide the 

Ur ted States, and the regional stability which may result.2^ 

•NATO, in its twenty-five years of existence, has gone 

through three strategic doctrines.  The current doctrine of 

/J 
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"flexible reoponse" is briefly mentioned above. TheBe three 

strategic doctrines were briefly related to the tactical 

nuclear weapon superiority, noted above, by Professor Kuenne 

when he stated« 

ä?S ^Ä1«:« inib f r nieuiders wnro nnthn«.««»^ 4-  1 T^   *''J
H
» WAIU com» 

onerav's inT?^i w?" e? t0vUBo them regardless of the '-neray B initial weapon's choice  rr,  i QA-» KiAmr, t , 
endorsed the Kennedy administrliion^ 2f??o«AT0 duly 

strong conventional component of "?lPvThLTe 0n a 

Finally, although flexile JesponB^emaiLN^nn; I 
^Uoal^L^^?? ^a^-n?s h^ve^e^h^Sertie^ 
anfto^ast^^te^te^gS ^^^ **  ^ter the USs/ 

The type of strategy and doctrine that NATO adopts 

after MBFR is an important consideration which will be dealt 

with at the end of this paper. The comparative force levels, 

the NATO doctrines, and the motives for MBFR which have 

already been discussed should make it obvious that the 

successful negotiation of a withdrawal is not without numerous 

problems which will have to be overcome. 

Intra-NATO ProblPtnR 

One of the problems associated with MBFR is the resolu- 

tion of disagreements between the United States and its NATO 

allies.  These disagreements include the US position in the 

most recent Mddle-East conflict, the possibility of a US 

unilateral reduction of forces, and the several economic 

issues which have caused friction between the United States 

and Europe. 
i 

/'/ 
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During the recent Middle-Eastern conflict, Europe was 

fearful of an interruption of her oil supplies by the Arab 

oil states if she supported Israel or the United States. 

For this reason, they denied the United States the right to 

use US bases on their territory for the resupply of Israel 

and protested when US forces stationed in Germany were alerted 

for possible utilization in the Middle-East.27 This combina- 

tion of actions and the lack of diplomatic support has 

strained US-NATO relations.28 This potential loss of flexi- 

bility on the possible uses of US forces in Europe has also 

raised questions in some American military circles. 

As noted earlier, the Mansfield resolutions in the US 

Senate have raised the spectre of a unilateral withdrawal of 

American forces from Europe. This possibility has also been 

raised by Senator Nunn who spoke of cutting support troops 

in Europe by 20.000 to 90.000.29 Secretary of Defense 

Schlesinger has also talked about a 20.000 man unilateral 

reduction.^ These proposal& ^ sure to have further ^.^ 

the United States' NATO allies. These types of proposals also 

raise doctrinal type questions which will have to be addressed 

in the latter portions of this paper. 

The rationale for Senator Mansfield's resolutions also 

has raised the economic ussuen that beset US-European Relations. 

These revolve around trade, investment, and monetary arrange- 

ments at one level and economic burden sharing for defense 

and "offset payments" at another level.  These levels have 
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been linked by the use of the threat of a posBible unilattrpil 

American withdrawal of forces in order to gain favorable, to 

the US, resolution of both types of economic issues. The 

economic issues and the political issues of European-Arab 

relations are thus linked together by the threat of a uni- 

lateral force reduction. This will effect the on-going pro- 

cess of deciding on a NATO position on the issues that are 

raised in the negotiations. These intr'-NATO negotiations 

will be occurring while NATO is involved in the serious MBFR 

discussions with the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact. The 

interaction between these two sets of negotiations may there- 

fore make an MBFR agreement more difficult to achieve. In 

addition to the intra-NATO problems, one can imagine the 

intra-governmental negotiations that have and are going on 

within the United States government at this time. John 

Newhouse. in his.book Cold Dawn.31 discusses the intricate 

negotiations which went on within the US security agencies 

in order to reach an agreed upon negotiating position for 

the United States in SALT. It should not take too much 

imagination to expect a similar situation to result with 

regard to MBFR, with the Army being particularly recalci- 

trant because of the size of the forces it could lose if the 

MBFR negotiations resulted in a withdrawal and demobilization 

of a large number of Army troops. 

Having examined the motives for MBFR. the comparative 

force structures, and the intra-NATO problems, this paper 

// 
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will now turn to other difficulties of negotiating some kind 

of mutual force reduction in Europe. Having examined the 

problems of negotiating an agreement, the respective positions 

will be presented. This paper will then look at the possible 

outcomes and their implications. 

Negotiating Problems 

During the 1970 NATO Ministerial meeting in Rome, a set 

of negotiating criteria were produced which General Secretary 

Brezhnev is said to have accepted in his Oreanda talks with 

Chancellor Brandt, These arei^2 

1. Mutual Force reductions should be compatible with the 

vital security interests of the alliance and should not 

operate to the military disadvantage of either side having 

regard for the differences arising from geographical and 

other considerations» 

2. Reductions should be on.a basis of reciprocity, and 

phased and balanced as to their scope and timing; 

3- Reductions should include stationed and indigenous 

forces and their weapon systems in the area concernedi 

4. There must be adequate verifications and controls to 

ensure the observance of agreements on mutual and balanced 

force reductions. 

These criteria are unexceptionable, but applying them 

may be quite another matter. The following considerations 

extracted from President Nixon's Foreign Policy Report to 

the Congress of 3 May 197333 Bhould illustrate the complexity 

of these criteria: /'r 
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offensive forces wou?d retain ^^f?"!^6  lines' träte and attack/while ?J«Uhe  initl*tive  to concen- 
defend the sarne geographiJll Jronf ^^/^tinue to 
- Major deployments of Pnn?™?nt *ith fewer forces, 
offensive cap^bUi^ies/^^herefo??6«1^^ th0Se w^h 

element in the reductiin^ocess ^ important 

- Mixed,  asynunetri?^ redu^Uonl    ^J/0"10 be el"itable? 
would be made by differ««* «i      1    ?hi8 mear»3 reiuctions 
of weapons or mLp^?fCn?ta^?JS in V

^OUB categor?es 
to define equivalence ietieeSSuf^t ^^^ implex 
- How do we reconcile redurtL^T •     ent WeaPons systems, 
conventional forces witSSe^alt^h^14?^ Salan°ed 

balance  is no longer clearlv JISL^ !he strategic 
- What are the calabiJu^to su^f^ t0 the ^^oe? 
defense  of NATO territory with ^tai,? a con^ntional 
- Could a substantial r^Lr^    r?ducecl forces? 
lead to a fir4?S w •SlUr^llLSf1^10?*1 defe^« 
- Can reduced forces brmaintafn^ e.0" nuclear weapons? 
present political env?ronLnt? "^ ^ improved in ^e 
- What would be  the net A■??!«+ ~* 
Central Europe Mtton^lf*^?* balanCe in 

- How would reductions J^fl* tw        , 
American and EuropeaS forced      e relative ******* of 

oussaa. ..... the whole forwap(I ^^ oyateB 

»nt and the definition of whioh weapons are to be 
,t—+.  •    „ ,       vun!" are t0 De considered 
-ate. o that oa^e up in sW   An ^..^ on ^ 

of verifnation ie aiso PotentiaUy a atie.y qUeStion that 
will have to be resolved,   In epite of «*. 
noted above.35 '       ^ th0 "^""»""e criteria 

Possible  MRFR   QUtrnmno 

■Xhe preceding discussion provides the framework to try 

and determine what the possibie results of the MBFfi negotia. 

-nswUibe.     —are basicaiiy two possibie outcls. 
(-su^in. that there is an outcome other than a continuation 

^^^^.■^....^.^^ _..,._, 
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of negotiations ad infiniturn).    There  can either be an equal 

percentage reduction or an unequal percentage reduction. 

Either of these outcomes may have qualitative provisions 

attached,     in order  to explain these types of outcome,   it 

will be useful to use the publicly announced positions  of 
the two sides. 

On 16 September 1973. Drew Middleton. referencing 

"authoritative sources" and "high NATO sources" reported 

the proposal that NATO would make in the talks,     it included 

the following.    NATO and the Warsaw Pact would cut their 

forces to 700.000 men (an unequal percentage reduction of 

W for NATO and 20% for the Warsaw Pact).    This reduction 

would be phased over several years and would include 28.500 

American Army troops and 3.000 airmen in exchange for 67,500 

Soviet personnel which would include a large proportion of 
armor units>    This propoaal   .Q ^ ^ ^^ ^^^ 

reduction and includes qualitative provisions for the USSR 
but not for the  US. 

The USSR has been pushing for an equal percentage 

reduction of each alliance's forces - excluding the US and 

USSR -. in addition to the US and USSR reductions.    This is 

probably . result of their motive, noted earlier,  of wanting 

to reduce the size  of the Bundeswehr.     The USSR also has 

insisted that nuclear and air forces be  included in reductions 
along with ground forces.37    This ^ ^ ^^ & ^^ 

of the motives noted earlier. 

/f 
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Based on the above public reports of the negotiating 

positions of the two sides and the previously discussed 

motives and negotiating problems thöre are some conclusions 

that can be drawn as to the most likely result of the MBFR 

negotiations. Due to the asymmetrical nature of the troops 

involved and the geographical distances that the troops will 

have to be withdrawn, it becomes very likely that any reduc 

tion will be an unequal percentage one.  The Soviet insistence 

on the reduction of US nuclear forces and the US desire to 

reduce Soviet armored formations makes it seem likely that 

there will be qualitative provisions in the agreement. This, 

when coupled with the inspection and verification problems, 

probably means that the reductions will take the form of 

entire units being withdrawn. The US's Western European • 

allies' insistence that the US nuclear shield be maintained 

will also probably mean that the number of tactical nuclear 

weapons that are withdrawn in the first phase will only be 

of a token nature.  It also seems likely that there will be 

a token reduction of the forces of the other NATO and Warsaw 

Pact countries.  This conclusion seems apparent as the result 

of the differences between the size of the US and USSR con- 

tingents that are to be withdrawn and the 700,000 man ceiling 

in the US proposal.  (It should be noted, however, that the 

Warsaw Pact is highly unlikely to accept a common ceiling 

for the two Alliances.  It does seem likely that they will 

have to accept sorne type of unequal percentage agreement if 

—— '-  mtmrnm^mtiiAtai JiliiMfii'     i«, 
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there  is  to be an agreement at all.    This conclusion is based 

on the  motiven  of  the participants which were discussed 

earlier.)     This would also allow some compromise with the 

Soviets who desire  a reduction in the size   of the Bundeswehr. 

The  most likely result of the MBFR negotiations,  based 

on the  preceding  information and analysis,  would thus seem 

to be one  that is  of an unequal percentage nature which in- 

cludes qualitative  provisions.     The first phase  of these 

reductions will include a predominate percentage  of US and 

USSR forces,  though there will be  a token reduction of the 

other alliance partners'  forces. 

If the resultant negotiated agreement does in fact 

follow the general  outline presented above,   the United States 

will only reduce her .forces  in liurope by approximately 

30,000.    This may not be enough to appease Senator Mansfield 

and it will probably not have a significant impact on US 

balance  of payments  deficits  or the size  of the military 

budget,     it will go a long way towards temporarily appeasing 

the United States'   NATO allies and thus may provide  an im- 

petus for a renewal  of  ehe  intra-allianco  negotiations that 

were discussed earlier. 

The final portion of this paper will deal with some  of 

the suggestions that have been made with regard to the post- 

MBFR NATO defense posture.    These suggestions are important 

as they raise the  type of considerations that the United 

States and her NATO allies will have to deal with in the 

II 
V 
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future and should start considering today. 

■Impllcatiotm „<- .^ MBFR ^^^^1 

Dealing with reduotions in the NATO forces is a subject 

that has drawn much cogent in the last several years',  „any 

authors are concerned with what NATO should do in response 

to a US unnateral reduction of forces or a negotiated re- 

action.  These cover .ore than the conclusion on the nature 

of the reduction which seems most likelv i-h=+ üKely that was discussed 
in  the previous section of this paper. ln most  ca3e3 theBe 

proposals were not linfcsd to specific types of outcomes.  To 

-etenune what the „Uitary impact of any type of force re- 

auction fro» Europe „ight he. it win be use,ul t0 consider 

the proposals thSt have heen .ads.  This wUx „e done by a 

brief survey of the literature. These proposals can be 

divided into three categories for si^ioit,.  These categor. 

-s are (i) Reorganization of those forces regaining i„ 

Europej (2) Procurement of New Weanon qVo+ iNew weapon Systems andi (3) New 

Strategies and/or Boctrinos.  m several cases the advocates 

of  a proposai which falls into one category also have reccn- 

mondations in other categories  Th^o 
a^gories.  These categories are also 

not all inclusive. 

Kenne«, Hunt has presented six different reorganization 

-dels which wiii aliow Europe to be defended with fewer 

—   His first is -Restructuring." which is a -reorgani- 

sation of units and formations to give .ore initiai defensive 

strength, and thus .ore flexibility.-39 second is .Rapid 

Reinforcement in Crisis - wh^v,     . 
crisis, which envisions the rapid return   , , 

^/- ^ >....-^..-..,............ ^.^■.■Xk^„^..^,^.. fiMlMaAmmätlmmit 
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of withdrawn American forceo in crisis situations. This is 

somewhat of an expanded dual-basing concept, '^is third 

model is "More Reliance on Reservists." which envisions 

cadre divisions which are able to be rapidly brought up to 

combat strength in time of need. Fourth is a "Simple Reduc- 

tion- which calls for the US troops which are not reduced 

not to be replaced. Model five envisions "US Forces in 

Reserve" which makes the US forces the central mobile theater 

reserve. Hunt's sixth, and final model, is "Defense in 

Depth." This model calls for the integration of territorial 

forces-militia-and active units so as to achieve a smaller 

active force. Hunt also points out. as should be obvious, 

that these models are not mutually incompatible. Others 

have stressed proposals{similar to some of these and in many 

cases have provided more detail. 

The idea of utilization of territorial forces to flesh 

out the deployed troops has also been proposed by Wyle,^0 

Komer.^1 and Menderhausen.42 The proposal here is to have 

light militia organizations in a screening and delaying 

mission across the front. These would be backed up by con- 

ventional forces which would reinforce in a major confrontation. 

The idea of restructuring has also been talked about by 

Josua. 3 Kuenne.^ and Heisenberg^ with regard to nuclear 

weapons. They each advocate force restructuring and an 

increased reliance on tactical nuclear weapons as a means of 

deterring a Warsaw Pact invasion of Western Europe. They each 

JJ 
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hope to gain or encourage crisis stability by their inte- 

gration of US and European nuclear forces. This, needlees 

to say. also has doctrinal implications which will be dealt 

with later. 

Others, such as Komer.46 Nunn.4^ and Canby48 advocate 

a reduction in the NATO support elements (especially US 

support Units) as a means of increasing combat strength. 

The idea is to increase the teeth-to-tail ratio by going 

from a long war to a short war configuration. The concept 

here is that any Warsaw Pact invasion will be a violent 

blitzkrieg type of attack, which must be stopped initially. 

Once it is stopped then negotiations or escalation will take 

Place, m this type of scenario, these authors see a need 

for all combat power forward and a reduced ability to "last." 

They gain this increased combat strength by substituting 

combat units for support units.  (This concept may be under 

revision in light of the Israeli and Arab experience curing 

the Yom Kippur War.) 

Each of these organization proposals has, at least, 

doctrinal implications while some of them have formal doc 

trinal recommendations. Robert Komer. Senator Nunn and 

Steven Canby4^ have argued that the United States and NATO 

should adopt a short war orientation, as was mentioned 

above, canby states "a military force structured for a short 

war can usually fight a long war if necessary, provided that 

long lead items are hedged and the economic resources are 

,/y 
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that aoctr.naXXy We „avo comi  noarly fuU ^^ ^ 

aeain ""^ ^"^ ^^  argents or the lat. „.,.. 
and early i960's tha+ i« 

0 

y 960 s that it 1S cheaPer and .ore desirable to 
rely on tactical nuclear weapons, rather th 
. P      *  rather than conventional 

ces. U  aefend K.ope. Ihe idea of usin6 ^ 

in depth, not a "forward defense" conceDt „ . 
ty NATO strategist.  The& .    ""^--"-envisioned 

ate61sts. These doctrinal reco^endations are 
thus not necessariiy ccpati.ie with «flexiWe response ■ 
u as R-0- Rich~—-. a«,... ion,,: 
e ore NAIo oan fasMon a now strategy and it .adl iel 

better start thinking aho.t this now« 

The finai category of proposais for change is -new 

weapons." Cllffe has argued th»* *v, 
argued that those future weapons which 

- poured shouid retire fewer .en to opiate the. J 

houid not he overiy sophisticated so that reservists can 
Wn to operate the. „uic.iy.« „„. ^ lord       ^ 

Places his primary interest on anti ^ 
the tank  ,„ . ., anti-armor weapons other than 

o. ant I,     r" alS0 3treS0eB W"~ ""*»* oi anti-tank minefields. He also haQ ne  also has a reorganization 

Zr "^ — '* - — 0, smaii anti-^or 
moDHe groups. 

- those that advocate a new famiiy of tactioai nucieL 
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weapona. They want leas vulnerable nuclear forces and have 

already been discussed. 

Conclusion 

The preceding several pages of discussion are not re- 

lated to any specific MBFR outcome. The precise outcome of 

the MBFR negotiations may invalidate some of these proposals. 

For example, if qualitative provisions such as the number of 

battalions are part of any agreement, it will then be very 

difficult to transform units from being support units to 

being combat units. The same type of argument can also be 

made with regard to tactical nuclear weapons. The US posi- 

tion noted earlier seems to take this type of argument into 

consideration as far as US units are concerned but not as 

far as Soviet units are concerned. 

It should be obvious that xhere  are numerous possible 

responses or combinations of responses, that can be selected 

from the above in order to allow NATO to perform its deter- 

rence and defense roles in a post-MBFR Europe.  It would be 

prosumptious of me to try and conclude what that response 

should be. suffice to say that there are numerous possibili- 

ties and the United States and NATO should begin considering 

the different combinations of possibilities now before the 

MBFR outcome, which has been predicted, or some other, comes 

to pass. 

All of the previouB discussion illustrates that post-MBFR 

Europe will oontinue to have an Atlantio-AUianoe with the 

t6£ 
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United States being an active participant in terms of politi- 

cal and military commitment.  It also Mhowa that defense 

issues such as force size, and structure and the interaction 

between military strategy and political considerations, will 

continue xo occupy the time and energies of numerous poli- 

ticians, defense analysts and diplomats in the East and West. 

Motives, military forces, and strategic doctrines may change, 

but the issues of intra and inter-bloc relations will continue. 

This paper has attempted to put these type of issues in con- 

text and to show their interrelationships so that the reader 

can appreciate them, now and in the future, and their impli- 

cations for the United States military. 

• 
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gND NOTES 

1. It should be noted that MBFR can also be referred to as 
KFR (Mutual Force Reductions) as the US agreed to drop the 
Balanced from the title while maintaining the concept of 
Balanced in the discussions. The Formal title is now Mutual 
Reduction of Forces and Armaments and Associated Measures in 
Central Europe (MURFAAMCE). 

2. Report on the Future Tasks of the Alliance. NATO Infor- 
mation Service, Brussels 1968.There are historical ante- 
cedents m several arras control and disengagement concepts 
that were under discussion in the 1950,s and 60'a,    The 
Gomulka and Rapacki plans are two examples. 

3. Survival. August 1970, pp. 279-282. 

**•    It is interesting that Brezhnev's Tiflis speech came 
just as the Senate was preparing to vote on the "Mansfield 
Amendment." Some commentators have argued that this might 
have been intentional. For discussions of this, see a 
series of articles in the L.A. Times on 15, 16 and 1? May 1971. 

5. Survival. Sept I971, pp. 315-318. 

6. Secretary of Defense, Eliot L. Richardson's, Annual 
Defense Department Report. FY 197^, p. 22,       

7.^ R.M. Nixon, "The Watergate Speech," 30 April 1973-, as 
dt^l^M  ][ital Speeches of the Day. Vol. XXXIX., #15, 

■ 

8. The Mansfield resolutions in the Senate have raised the 
spectre of a unilateral withdrawal of American forces from 
Europe. Senator Mansfield's argument for a unilateral 
reduction of US troops is based on several propositions, 
i-irst, the nations of Western Europe are financially able 
JL «SlSfiTif*13™!1^ *****  0;f the common defensei second, 
the credibility of the American commitment to the defense 
n;^0f! J068™* depend "on an excessive and antiquated 
united States deployment in Europe" andi third, in case of 
need, American troops could be ferried by air to Europe in 
short order. On each of these points there is argument pro 
and con as to their validity. What is important lb out the 
Mansfield resolutions is that they are made each yea? and 
seem to be more popular with each successive attempt at 
NA?f,a??"nal ?*ssaee and thereby worry the United States' 
mivhSil !!;«*?* mieht  eVen b* argued that Senator Mansfield 
may have additional support in the House of Representatives. 
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in addition to the Senate, the next time out in light of the 
NATO nations' actions during the Middle-East conflict. This 
<nay be especially true if he modifies the assumption -under- 
lying the statement that money can be saved by withdrawing 
some US forces from Europe. He does not say whether this is 
balance-of-payments monies or budgetary monies, but the im- 
plication is that it is both. For further discussion of this, 
see Craig R. Whitney, "NATO Allies Seeking to Dissuad? U.S. 
from Sudden Cut in Troops," N.Y. Times. 13 June 1973.    Hans J. 
Morgenthau, "US Forces Shield or Symbol?", The L.A. Times. 
25 Feb 1970, Bernard Gwertzraan, "Troop Cutback in Europe is 
Voted by Senate Panel," N.Y. Times. 18 Nov 1971, and David 
?i^er» "Mansfield Asks Troop Cut Again," N.Y. Tiroes. 26 July 
1973« As "the dates of the articles referenced in this 
Footnote should illustrate, the Mansfield Resolutions have 
been appearing every year. 

9. See Footnote 8 for a discussion of Mansfield's Rationale. 

10. See Footnote 8. 

11. This $1.47 billion is after $696 million of off-set 
purchases have been made by the NATO nations.  "US Security 
Issues m Europet Burden Sharing and Offset, MBFR and Nuclear 
Weapons," a staff report prepared for the use of the Subcom- 
mittee on US Security Agreements and Commitments Abroad of 
the Committee on Foreign Relations United States Senate, 
2 December 1973, P« 3. ,    *    . 

12. ibid,  p. /+. 

13. President Nixon's Press" Conference  of 15 and 19 March 1974 
as reported in the N.Y.  Times of 16 and 20 March 1974.   " 

14. See Footnote 8. 

15. Flora Lewis,   "Tracing American-Allied Clash 1    Events 
Outpaced the Attitudes," N.Y. Times.  13 Nov I973,  p.  16. 

i^wni ?d<iiui0n ^ ^«article referenced in Footnote 
Number 15.   the reader should also look ati    David Bender and 
ü-i • * J1*!!   "Nix^ aays some Allies Failed US on Middle- 
S«»*,- N.Y.  Times,  27 Oct 1973, p.  1,  and Alvin Shuster, 
Europeans  Irked by US Complaints," N.Y.  Times. 30 Oct 1973. 

17.    See Footnote 8. 

+K" w
HeJ;1!lut SchJ?id"t.  the German Defense Minister,  as quoted in 

the Washington Post, April 2 1970.     (Helmut Schmidt is now 
the Chancellor of the Federal Republic  of Germany.) 
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IL._S.. Troops  in Tr»r°r:,   pre^ed by John Newhouse et al.  in 

^J^l^^o^^l ^ $* ^ ** ^otiations... 
'The Place   of Limited wL in MTOS^«^80 ^^ Malc0In A-   Hoag, 
^v mssLMä am^Mmi ui o^u^: lrj Klaus Knorr 

Costs and SMI^»    F^^ctha^SfSgr^ ^^^    &&$&, 

conference 21-22 April 1972      ThP?^?00^1"6'" RePort of a     ' 
the auspices  of the  Internationa? Sfnfe^n" was held "«der 
The Fletcher School o? DiplJnacv      l^?* StuJie3 ^ogram. 
Forward Based Systems and sA^T^O ^ £0r a discussion of 
PP.   m»?* and p.  271. ' Newhouse'8 Cold Dawn. 

-re SfdWSH^t^a?73-74'  PP-  91^ ^ PP«  ^-fl 
I« CSS! 4?ith ^ Alain C- Enthoven.  How Much ^ 

unilaterally or tSou^h IoSeSJoin? ??fn^ Germans either 
weapons.    This possibilitv «iihi ~ ?ff0rKto ^Wi** nuclear 

MLern26fdthe0re^erh|h™irt
iCl? "f^^oel il Footnote 

Alvin ShustSt "Nixon Iws SoSS?i^0k ?*•',  Davi<i Be"*« «"d 
East.- luuti^^ leTii^ nrsi'i1?4!^; i? ?i?die- 
|.~t2ÄuSTt£<1c2Sl^ Allia"«." Report of 
2 April 1974.     the C0™!"»« on Armed Services US Senate, 
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iLÄ!^Ä i^!%f^in Eur^ Forc-M • 
31.     John Newhouae,  Cold Dawn.    The  Storv Qf SAT.^. 

32'    Il^e Military £alanC?.  1972073,   p.   18. 

in'it^SeDt/So? l^SHJ* *S! MBFR•,, extracted by Survival 
Policy reoor? to 22 ^ltl0n fron> Resident Nixon's üffiT roxicy report to the Congress on 3 May 1973» *v*«iSu 

3^.    Newhouse,   op.  cit.. Cold Dawn. 

iSiSr^sr^s £ä°" -Ä^p^ M?than 
thining out of a ini?^Sed Ka6erne3 "^ "^t departttres not a 
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Chapter 2 

NATO STRATEGY 

.   .   .   there are  two fundamental disagreements within 
NATO on conventional strategy.    The first disagreement 
is  on the amount of warning time NATO would have and 
the particular kind of Soviet attack that should be 
anticipated.    The second disagreement is  the length of 
time  that NATO should plan to fight conventionally.1 

The above quote  illustrates the problem of the  interre- 

lationship between warning time and the NATO strategy.     It 

also raises the  issue  of whether NATO should have a "long war" 

or "short war" strategy.    The adoption of a "short war" stra- 

tegy was one  of the recommendations made  in the previous 

chapter for "treating NATO's self-inflicted wound" and defend- 

ing Europe with fewer men in a post-MBFR environment.    This 

chapter will be  devoted to an analysis  of the  "long war - 

short war" debate.     This analysis will define these two alter- 

native strategies and then,  by presenting the arguments for 

and against the adoption of a "short war" strategy,  try and 

reach some conclusions as to which strategy would be the more 

advantageous for NATO. 

Short War Strategy 

A short war strategy is  defined "as  one  that lasts less 

time  than it would take for the protagonist's economy to be 

destroyed by a total disruption of its civilain society caused 
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by full utilization of all available resourceß by the nation's 
2 

defense forces."  This definition is so broad and ambiguous 

that it does not provide the specificity needed for the pur- 

poses of this analysis. However, it does raise the critical 

issues of time and reliance on one's economy.  In essence, a 

short war is one where a country's industrial base does not 

have an impact on the war after it has started. Senator Nunn, 

along with other analysts,-* feels thati 

NATO should be prepared to fight conventionally for a 
relatively short time - measured in weeks. Their 
(the US's NATO allies) ammunition and supply stocks 
reflect this belief. The concept underlying this plan 
is that NATO should not prepare to crush the Red Army 
in a long conventional war that would destroy much of 
Western Europe, as in World War II. Rather, NATO should 
be prepared to fight very hard at the outset to stop any 
conventional attack on the border before it penetrated 
very far.4 

A short war strategy for Europe is thus one of forward 

defense which is designed to initially stop an attack, using 

only the forces which are presently deployed, and force the 

Warsaw Pact to either negotiate, retire, or, possibly, esca- 

late to the use of nuclear weapons.  (The nuclear weapon 

issue will be looked at briefly later in this chapter and 

will be dealt with exclusively in Chapter 3.) 

Long War Strategy 

The long war strategists argue that a conventional con- 

flict in Europe will be one of extended duration - more than 

30 days.  They also perceive a much longer warning time before 

hostilities actually begin.-" In essence, it might'be somewhat 
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facetiously said that they perceive an armed conflict in 

Europe being another Second World War. 

Threat Perqeptimi« 

The supporters of the different strategies partially 

base their positions on different views of the nature of a 

Warsaw Pact attack. The short war advocates perceive that 

the Pact would attack utilizing their forces in being after 

only a brief mobilization (measured in days), and would th«n 

use their other forces as follow-on echelons.  This attack 

would have as its initial objective the Rhine River which 

would result in a grab of a large piece of the Federal Repub- 

lie of Germany.6 (Less deep objectives such as Munich can 

also be easily imagined.) The long war advocates perceive 

that there would be several weeks of warning^ and that the 

attack would be characterized by -a succession of intensive 

efforts, interspersed with shorter periods devoted to resupply 

and relief of the attacking echelon.-8 

Relationship to Force Strunt»^ 

The strategy adopted is critical for it determines, or 

at least should, how NATO configures its forces.  The critical 

question is one of staying power,  m a short war configura- 

tion. it is argued that there is a reduced need ^.logistical 

support units and that mobilizable reserves are not very 

applicable.9 "To state the problem starkly.  If NATO continues 

to ignore its short run combat weaknesses, NATO's long run 

capabilities could be rendered useless by the Pact's initial 
1 A 

onslaught." 10 
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Critical Analysis 

At thiG point, some of the basic differences between 

the two strategies should be apparent.  It is thus now neces- 

sary to conduct a critical analysis of the short war strategy. 

This will be attempted to point out any weaknesses which it 

may have.11 This analysis will be conducted with respect to 

three categories - conflict prevention, conflict control, and 

conflict termination.12 

Conflict Prevention 

Advocates of a short war strategy do not specifically 

deal with deterrence, though they do seem to make some assump- 

tions in that regard.  It can be postulated, however, that 

the increased conventional fighting capability which would 

result from a short war strategy,, where the forces were con- 

figured to implement it, would cause the potential costs for 

the Pact, if they attacked, to increase.  It would take more 

forces to make a penetration'and thus the potential losses in 

conventional combat would be higher.  (This assumes that the 

Pact could conduct a cost-benefit type of analysis where nu- 

clear weapons would not be considered.  This is a somewhat 

tenuous assumption because any time the US and USSR are 

directly Involved, the specter of nuclear weapons is always 

raised. On the other hand, this assumption does have im» 

utility for the purposes of analysis.) However, since the 

nuclear threshold would be higher, the overall losses suffered 

by the Pact might be lower.  This is to argue that NATO's 

Jt 
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perceived conventional inferiority in combat forces causes 

the Pact to consider NATO's nuclear and conventional capabil- 

ity simultaneously when projecting their potential overall 

losses in any attack in the central region. A case can prob- 

ably be made that the Pact's losses in a tactical nuclear war 

would be higher than in a conventional war. Thus the ability 

to delay, or avoid, the utilization of nuclear weapons may 

reduce the overall deterrent effect which is achieved by NATO's 

current posture of perceived weakness. The Soviets seem to 

be currently anticipating that any conflict in Europe will be 

nuclear, though, they have just recently admitted that this 

is not the only possibility.^ If NAT0.S forces ^ 3tructured 

with more combat forces forward, they may thus reduce the net 

deterrent effect of those forces, m short, there may be in- 

creased conflict prevention from mal-structured and mal- 

positioned forces,, for they may decrease the Pact's ability to 

predict NATO's reaction. Another way of stating the point is 

that increased conventional capabilities may decrease NATO's 

credibility on whether or not she would use her tactical 

nuclear weapons and thus reduce NATO's overall deterrent 

effect.1^ The above also raises some interesting conaidera- 

tions for conflict control. 

Conflict Control 

As noted above, an increased conventional capability 

may raise the nuclear threshold, but while doing this, it 

may reduce the overall deterrent effect of NATO's forces. 

3/ 
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What if conflict prevention fails? One would then hope to 

control that conflict below the nuclear level and confine it 

to Central Europe. This would be accomplished by NATO not 

having to escalate to the utilization of nuclear weapons 

immediately.  If the forward defense - short war strategy was 

successful in stopping a Pact attack, it would give them three 

alternatives. They could simply retire from the battlefield. 

They could negotiate. Or they could escalate to the utiliza- 

tion of nuclear weapons. The first two alternatives are very 

advantageous from NATO's perspective. The third, of course, 

is not. Would the Pact escalate? That is a critical question. 

Given their belief that the "side which first employs nuclear 

weapons with surprise can predetermine the outcome of the 

battle in his favor,"15 one might argue that they would esca- 

late, it might also be argued that in the initial analysis 

of whether or not .to attack, .the possibility of escalation 

would have already been considered and accepted, but hopefully 

rejected. For example, by attacking conventionally and caus- 

ing NATO to mass and defend conventionally, the Pact would 

have created the massed targets against which nuclear weapons 

would be very effective, in short, the Pact conventional 

attack could have been designed to create lucrative nuclear 

targets with the resulting "great expenditures of material, 

massive losses of troops and equipment."^ 

The above presupposes that a Pact attack is a calculated 

attempt to make territorial gains. However, if the attack was 

jr 
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the result of an accident, a short war strategy has the advan- 

tage of not necessitating escalation to nuclear weapons im- 

mediately so as to prevent the Pact from exploiting a fortui- 

tous situation. If in a situation of accidental conflict 

the Pact forsaw an advantage to be gained, they might not 

stop their attacks. This might be the case in a situation 

where a substantial conventional capability was not in existence. 

The increased conventional capability would have thus assisted 

in raising the nuclear threshold and thus prevented an acci- 

dental conflict from escalating to nuclear war« The "pause" 

caused by the increased conventional capability is thus de- 

sirous in the case of an accidental conflict. 

Even if the conflict stayed non*nuclear initially, the 

long war strategists fear that NATO would lose, or have to 

escalate because of a shortage of supolies. •'The theory 

requires us to stop the enemy in his tracks with a conven- 

tional defense or, failing that, to fight to exhaustion of 

aiimunition and supplies. Lacking resources, the price of 

failure is either to surrender or to escalate to tactical 
17 

nuclear war."   The short war advocates respond that "a 

military force structured for a short war can usually fight 

a long war if necessary, provided long lead time items are 

hedged and economic resources available", for "a scenario 

calling for a 90 day capability does not imply that the 91st 

day means defeat. Arguments implying such discontinuities 

usually have an emotional basis. In point of fact, items of 

support ... do not end abruptly but either run down or are  ^* 
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An additional, but related, problem is the intensity of 

the probable hostilities. The I973 Mid-Eaöt War demonstrated 

that there is a need for large levels of supply and a respon- 

sive logistical system to be able to support the fighting 

forces. If NATC^s anticipated levels of supply expenditure 

are too low, it may be found that an expanded logistical capa- 

bility is needed to fight a short war, let alone a long one. 

This recent experience may thus indicate that the support 

echelons in NATO now are necessary for a short war. This is 

to argue that an increased number of fighting units are of 

no use if they run out of POL and ammunition because of the 

high rates of their expenditure. This is a similar argument 

to General Folk's earlier arg «mi t, with one notable exception. 

The Pact is also organized for short, violent periods of con- 

flict and thus the forces would be similarly organized ^ and 

should be able to last similar periods. One thus needs to 

evaluate each support unit with the view of tailoring it for 

short term actions in support of the short war forces, if 

the reorganization for implementation of a short war strategy 

is begun. If this is the case, the arguments about tooth-to- 

tail ratios are irrelevant. It would be useful to look at 

the Israeli logistical system and the resulting tooth-to-tail 

ratio for a better understanding of short war logistical forces, 

but that is beyond the scope of this chapter. 

In substance then, a short war strategy does have some 

favorable conflict control aspects, but it also has the potential 

^ 
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for causing escalation either in case of failure or success. 

This is a potential dilemma. 

Conflict Termination 

As mentioned above, a successful short war strategy 

would leave the Warsaw Pact with three options, two of which 

were desirable from the NATO perspective. It is this third 

option which is unattractive. Conflict termination would 

then take place when one side or the other stopped the esca- 

lation process and agreed to negotiate, or surrendered to 

the other's demands. The escalation process could also con- 

tinue until one side was victorious or both were totally 

decimated. Hopefully, the hostilities would stabilize at some 

point and then be resolved by negotiations.20  (It is interest- 

ing that few, if any analysts, deal with conflict termination 

once the escalation process has begun. They point to 1 he need 

for the conflict to be stabilized so that negotiations can 

begin. The only reference to stopping the escalation is that 

both sides perceive the costs starting to exceed the potential 
21 

benefits.   This implies tacit bargaining and resulting 

restraint a la Thomas Schelling.22 This is an area that needs 

further analysis, which is beyond the scope of this chapter.) 

It must be noted that the short war strategy does offer 

at least two non-oscalatory means of conflict termination - 

negotiations after the blunting of a Pact attack well forward 

(stabilization) and a Pact retirement.  If a short war strategy 

does not result in escalation to the utilization of the nuclear 

option, it can be said to have been successful in leading to Pf 
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Conclusion 

This critical analysis haa attempted to ehow the differ- 

ence between a short war strategy and a long war strategy for 

NATO,  it has also attempted to illustrate some of the problems 

with both strategies with a principle focus on the short war 

strategy. One of the critical considerations was if NATO loses 

the short war, it will be unable to fight the öonventional long 

war. This is not to say that there are not problems with a 

short war strategy. As has been shown, a short war strategy 

has certain problems in the areas of convlict prevention and 

conflict control when the question öf nuclear weapons is intro- 

duced. Maybe there is an inherent conflict between war pre- 

venting strategies and war fighting strategies. Hopefully, 

the following chapter, which deals with an arms control pro- 

posal for Central Europe, when coupled with a short war strategy, 

will make conflict prevention, conflict control and conflict 

termination more easily attained. 

In spite of the problems noted, the short war strategy 

still seems to be the more viable strategy for NATO. This, 

of course, does not mean that it can be sold in the political 

arena, but with a continuation of the studies being conducted 

at RAND, the Brookings Institute, and elsewhere, this may 

become possible. 
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Chapter 3 

MBFR - SALT 
THE TACTICAL MUCLEAR QUESTION IN EUROPE 

Tactical nuclear weapons should be the primary if not 
the exclusive means of defending Western Europe. Thl 
ernereance of strategic parity between the Snited Spates 
and the Soviet Union has rendered suicidal any res^nse 

The previous two chapters have raised in numerous ways 

the tactical nuclear weapons (TNW) question for the defense 

of Europe.  Forward baSdd systems and the tactical nuclear 

weapons have been used as a motive for European and Soviet 

participation in MBFR, a reason for the USSR to want a con- 

tinued American presence in Europe, something to negotiate 

away in MBFR, a means of defending Europe with fewer men, and 

a strategy issue when evaluating a short war strategy in terms 

of conflict prevention, conflict control, and conflict terming 

nation. This chapter will address the tactical nuclear weapon 

question in the context of MBFR. This will be done by present- 

ing an arms control proposal for negotiation in MBFR. This 

proposal will serve as a vehicle for illustrating the problems 

of reaching an arms control agreement on nuclear weapons in 

Europe. If taese problems can be overcome, however, this pro- 

posal should serve useful for partially limiting the issues of 

escalation raised in chapter 2. 
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The  Propn«,-.! 

The principal aim of this proposal  1« 
control      ^ Proposal i8 one  of conflict 
control.    The  proposal is  to limit the   tvoe an. 

central region *    Th ^ ^^ in NAT0'0 

aircraft      th        1 "^ ^"^ ^^ ^ ^ ircraft wxth nuclear boa.bs,  short range ball.   ..       , 

unguided rocets.  an. artillery      Z ^ 
"^^    (See appendix 1 for the 

exact breakdown by country,  type    ^ r , 

that MB«, teitlailv be ße■,    " iS PrOP0S<!d 

-en an eam „ "" "^ ""^ a *»" ** ^** «n eiimination of «n  «.i^^-i 
3Ue ^^ms. which were not 

defined in SALT as strategic.3    rhis .,,   . 0t 

a 2  ion ^i elimination would be in 
a 2.300 mile radius from Berlin  (an arMt 

Nation).     The 2 3oo mil '    ^ ^'^ ^ ^n^e 
^.300 mile figure was selected so nc  * 

aU soviet land-based missile    . lnClUde 
ua^ea missiles short of XCBJVi's      T«    *U 

there would be a missile fr«. ^ other words. '"j-ööiie free zone of 2  ^nn »ü 

Benin,    (see appendix i .„    " •3°0 B11<i8 r»dius -°und 
^«snaix i for data on the  TNW'^ of MA«« 

pact.)    The m**ti.*i f NAT0 and the 

me negotiation of this missile free .««    . 
not require  th«       i ne  ln ^^ would require the önlarcement nf **. «"■bemem;  of the number  o^ «.,«.♦.•   • 
the negotiation. Participants in 

^gotiations,   except for Franco      AH 

—. - tb. do not have nucl:: :;m7oii— 
•»* be marginaUy involved in a c J^ ^^ ^ •'0U1'1 P^abiy 

^«f0rces    but ^ ^^ the ^^ and flritiah 
lorcee. but would include the French Mut. 

lance, etc..    Th,™ t0n and the Oeraan 
There are numerous advantages and H,„ . •• »■—..... .„........ - r.;';:rr 
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considered by the reader both in terms  of *k      K 
zn terras of the above proposal 

and the tactica! nuclear weapons ,Ue3U3n in general. 
Advantafrpn 

Bernard Brodie has argued that, 

^as":: ^^^L^if^L^SiL6^^013^^ ^ 
taming limitations  on war      K^.      JU-  

way of roain- 
easier to distinguish be^en use anHthlng'  it is rouch 

weapons than between thluse of nn??f non-™* of nuclear 
some arbitrary limit of\\tl of

J
nuclear weapons below 

limit.    Their^LcJntinuit? inn
6^

Se
+

We11 above  th^ 
catxon coincides with1no^i^^gt%nantdhein

8uibd^cnf4- 
Secretary of Defense McNamara argued that. 

?urXn?mo^^^^f ^ 1 
the use  of tactical nucllL.wp^eCeSSari:Ly to11™ tha?P 

escalate  into global w^^tHnfo"3  raUSt inevitably 
threshold beyond whlcHl l^l SLTu^owT* ^^ 

Prom these  two quotes  it would appear that once  the nuc- 
lear threshold is  oasspri    +v,„v. 
of t t  , *      •*•   there 1S n0t •»»*»« threahold ahort 

leT """ nUOlear War-     ^ miSSile "*""» ~1( -ver.  13 aimed at trying to „^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ 

" 1. thought that by eli^inatin, .is.u. f0rces froB Central 

iurope  that the eeographic area of even a taof     , 
,, _ e en a tactical nuclear war 
» .urope would be restricted to the range „ artillery.  and 

or course, air delivered nuclear ordnance - which is still a 

problem,  if geographic Units are sought      SI«,.      . 
• "»"«nt.    Since radar can 

amerenuate between aircraft and „issilos. and over the hori- 

wl03"almost Pinpolnt tha —1—" - • — 
launch,  the use of „issues would be an obvious escalatory 

-sure.     This should deal with „issues being fired tJ 
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I 
locations within countries within the 2.300 mile radius who 

are not signatories to an agreement. An attack from there 

could be considered as an attack by the central actors.  Given 

this, partial conflict control will have been achieved and 

conflict termination by negotiation should have become more 

feasible. 

Aircraft were not included in the above proposal because 

of their dual nature - conventional and nuclear.  This presents 

problems if one hopes to achieve a geographic limit to a con- 

flict. The only response to this is that both sides have 

fairly extensive air defense networks which make aircraft 

more vulnerable to detection and destruction than missiles. 

This is especially true the deeper that they penetrate. For 

this reason, air strikes in depth, using nuclear weapons, 

would be an escalatory move, which signaled some degree of 

desperation on the side employing them, and thus a signal that 

some type of conflict stabilization is needed in order to 

avoid escalation to strategic weapon utilization.  In short, 

an agreement which tried to reach a geographic limit on con- 

flict would have been violated in sense if not in legal actu- 

ality by this air attack.  This would allow both sides to 

reduce their fighter-bomber production costs because of the 

reduced range and sophistication required.7 These funds 

could be moved into air defense measures which would increase 

each sides population defense and thus reduce the potential 

damage to population centers in time of conflict.8 

// 
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Thi«  missile reduction proposal is consistent with 

Secretary  of Defense Schle^inger's new targeting doctrine 

for the US's strategic nuclear forces.9    It would allow the 

US  to use   its  CÜNUS   based weapons  systems  to  demonstra";e 

resolve.     However,  with numerial parity as a result of'the 

VladivostaK meetings10 the  incentive to do so should be re- 

duced.     The use of the US CONUS based systems would demon- 

strate resolve,  but  it would also be  a large  step up  the 

escalation ladder,  which this proposal was  desirous  of 

avoiding.     Possibly,  however,   if it is perceived as such, 

it would be avoided and some  other form of conflict termi- 

nation,  such as negotiation, would be attempted rather than 

ride  the nuclear escalation escalator in search of a "winning., 
strategy. 

This proposal would allow the USSR to shift its SRBM 

force towards its borders with China and thus achieve in- 

creased deterrence against China with non "strategic"11 

weapons.     The Chinese,  however,  might apply the Soviet's 

initial definition of strategic  in SALT12 and thus feel very 

threatened.     This might tempt them to launch a preemptive 

attack.    This movement to the East would also allow them to 

acquire a defense from afar against NATO offensive actions 

into Eastern Europe. 

If NATO and the Warsaw Pact were to dismantle their 

tactical nuclear missile systems,  this would free additional    ' 

troop billets  to be converted into conventional units and 

thus  increase  their conventional capability.     This should y ? 

mm 
mmmmm —■ —  
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These were Soviet goals in MBFR as noted 

work to NATO's advantage as it can be argued that the Paot 

already has more forces than they can position on the Central 

European battlefield.^ The elimination of missile weapon 

systems would also limit the possible systems which could be 

used to deliver chemical munitions. This would be a positive 

step, which is compatible with US ratification the Geneva 

Protocol of I925. 

Lastly, this proposal would be a partial step for the 

Soviets towards achieving their goals of reducing American 

forward based systems in Europe and eliminating a German 

nuclear threat.1'1 

in chapter 1. 

The tactical nuclear weapon issue will have moved out 

of the non-negotiable area between SAM and MBFR which was 

described in chapter I,  if this proposal is tabled in the 

MBFR negotiations. 

The preceding pages have analyzed the advantages of the 

missile elimination proposal,  m that process, some of the 

disadvantages have surfaced.  It is now necessary to deal 

with these disadvantages in more detail. 

Disadvantages 

The most critical disadvantage is that this proposal 

has done nothing to raise the nuclear - non-nuclear threshold. 

Quite the opposite may be said to be true. By providing a 

partial threshold between conventional hostilities and stra- 

tegic nuclear exchanges, it might be argued that the nuclear 

threshold has been lowered. Knowing that there is a partial   ^ 

matm 
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threshold above the nuclear -  non-nuclear one, there may be 

an increased incentive to engage in "low" intensity tactical 

nuclear war.  This is a distinct problem which was inherent 

in the "short war" strategy discussed in chapter 2 and which 

has not been resolved.  This might work in direct conflict 

with the short war strategy advocates.  If an additional 

threshold was in existence, it might be argued that there 

was less need for conventional forces (except artillery) and 

that hostilities in Europe would be characterized by attacks 

by fire on the adversary's artillery units, and not by ground 

attacks.  If this analysis I. correct, then the situation may 

be said to have nearly gone full circle back to the situation 

which existed in the early l950's. However, this argument is 

not convincing for it is difficult to imagine either side 

being willing to have that happen. 

The severity of the escalation which would result if 

one uses his homeland based strategic forces to fill in the 

geographic void is also a large problem, which was mentioned 

earlier. There is, of course, the intermediate step of using 

long range aircraft to fill the void between artillery and 

strategic systems and thus provide an intermediate escalatory 

step. But it is here that the geographic asymmetries of 

Europe become important.  The distances between the East - West 

German border going East to the Soviet Union are much greater 

than going West to the English Channel or the Atlantic Ocean. 

These asymmetries would be very important to the United States' 

s/ 

mm Mteute 
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NATO allies.  The amount of reassurance that they would have 

in the retention of their SLBM and bomber forces would be 

critical here. 

The Soviet Union places more of her tact, cal nuclear 

capability in missiles (see appendix 1) and is very dependent 

upon them in a tactical nuclear conflict.  "The missile 

troops have become the basic means for the employment of 

nuclear weapons in combined arras combat."15 it would thus 

appear that the USSR would be unwilling to give up alii of her 

tactical nuclear missiles for fear of being placed in a posi- 

tion of relative inferiority. This is where the defense in 

depth concept mentioned earlier would be important. This may 

be a severe stumbling bloc in negotiating an agreement on the 

proposal under analysis.  NATO would probably be asked to 

give up some other type of weapons system. This also would 

be difficult to sell to the NATO countries. 

Selling the idea of France, Great Britain and the federal 

Republic of Germany giving up part of their tactical nuclear 

capability would also be very difficult.  This would be es- 

pecially true of the French who are working toward an autono- 

mous nuclear force with its own utilisation doctrine.16 This 

difficulty might be compounded by the increased US control 

over targeting doctrine and release procedures. This could 

raise in the NATO allies' minds all of the.problems that they 

found with the multilateral force concept and thus cause 

them to veto the proposal. 

r > 1   Pw_ 
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An additional problem would be the "eunlc costs" of both 

sides.  Jt would take a great deal of persuasion to oonvince 

politicians to si„lpl,v mite  oiT as . ^  eJ(perience ^ tf ^ 

«nies which have been spent for .is.ile delivery systems. 

The missile forces of all countries evolved, when coupled 

with the relevant manufacturers. might be a very difficult 

lobby to overcome. 

The final issue which would have to be resolved is the 

question of inspection and verification, „atlcnal technical 

means of verification were the way around this potential 

stumbling bloc in SALT I. Given no attempts at camouflage. 

It should be possible to detect the presence of missile weapon 

systems,  Given the air-transportability of systems such as 

LANCB, It would be possible to quicKly correct any imbalance 

wh.ch might result from a Soviet violation of the agreement. 

As noted earlier, it should also be possible to determine the 

type of delivery system used in a nuclear attack and this 

should reduce the incentive for a side to not abide by an 

agreement. 

This proposal thus has many of the inter and intra-bloc 

problems which were seen In chapter 1 with respect to 'tan 
on a whole. 

Conclusion 

Whan coupled with a short war strategy, this proposal 

does provide for increased conflict control and conflict 

termination possibilities and thus helps to obscure, but no^ 

„MM^MA mumiiiiätäimitutäämBiMiiiiAstM,^^ -^..-^^....i...« —.,- 
.S-.J-.J ,:-;,;; .■ 
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oliminat» the probi.™ which «„ sgen in the diEcussion of , 

= hort „ar strategy for Europe in chapter 2. „either aione is 

B«ffl«i.„t and the combination or the two still leaves so« 

problem or avoiding the rirst nuclear exchange. Possibly the 

only «ans of making a nuclear 8xchanee 100* impossible is to 

totally eliminate nuclear weapons from national armories 

TMs is totally impracticable in todays world, though agreement 

on this proposal would be a Paltering first step. 

The preceding discussion illustrates that Tactical 

nuclear Weapons in Burope have been and continue to be an 

-sue which is considered in both »PR and SALT. They could 

be considered to be the linkage between the two. It would 

appear that mFR is a better forum for dealing with these 

«eapon systems, as it has a larger „umber of participants. 

The preceding three chapters have partially illustrated 

the complexity of the issues surrounding the defense of Europe 

and the interrelationship of nuclear weapons with that defense. 

It has also illustrated that by changing one or more of the 

variables of the defense/deterrence elation that there may 

be changes in all of the other variables. 

■'■•/ 
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Miui:ile^  and Art! 11 pry 

w 

•H 
M 
t/1 

'D 
0) 
W 

X) 
I 

■Category 

IRBM 

00 

.Un^uideü 
rockets 

Type 

SSBS  S-2 

MGIVi-29A 
Sergeant 
MQM-31A 

Max 
Opera- range 
ted 
by 
FR 

WGR-lB 
Honest John 

iLBM 

Self-pro- 
pelled 

UGM-27C 
Polaris A3 
MSBS  M-l 

Towed 

M-l 10 
203inm 
(8in)  how 
M-l 09 
155niin how 

IS" 

GE 

NATO   re'xcluding U'6Aj 

(statute 
miles) 

BR 

FR 

■~5r 

^.50 

2T 

275Bo" 

l»38o 

Fstimated 
warhead 
yield 

150 KT 

KT range 

KT range 

First 
de- 

ployed 

1971 

M-l 15 
203mm 
(8in)  how 

NATO 

NATO 

CO 
ÜJ 

H 
• H 
Ui 
V) 

•H 
Ö 

XJ 

§ 
I 

Missiles and Artnij^y 

10 

10 

10 

KT range 

3x200 
KT 

500 KT 

1962 

1953 

KT range 

2 KT 

KT range 

1W" 

1972 

1962 

196^- 

1950s 

Category 

Warsaw Pact  <excluding gggF[ 

IRBM 

SRBM 

Jnguided 
rockets 

Type 

SS-lb 
Scud A 

SS-lc 

FROG  1-7 

Opera- 
ted 
by 

BU 
cz 
EG 

Max 
range 

(statute 
miles) 

All 

50 

185 

10-4-5 

Estimated 
warhead 
yield 

KT range 

KT range 

KT range 

First 
de- 

ployed 

1965 

1957-65' 

Number 
de- 

ployed 
(Jul 
19 

uly 
73) 
18 

^9 

72 

"TT507 

"PTl 

32 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

Number 
de- 

ployed 
(July 
1973) 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

r/ 
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United States                                "'            1 

Category Type 

Max 
range 

(statute 
miles) 

Eetiraated 
warhead 
yield 

First 
de- 

ployed 

Number 
de- 

ployed 
(July 
1973) 

>> 
(-1 

•H 

jelf-propelled M-110  203ram 
(8in)  how 

M-109 155mm 
how 

10 

10 

KT range 

2 KT 

1962 

196-1+ 

102 

306 

S I'ov/ed M-115  203mm 
(8in)  how 

10 KT range 1950s n.a. 

n.a.-noL available                                                                                   '               ■"  - 

i .,                    „,.                                 Soviet  Urn on 

i, 

Category Type 

Max 
range 
(statute 

miles) 

Estimated 
warhead 
yield 

First 
de- 

ployed 

Number 
de- 

ployed 
(July 
1973) 

H Self-propelled 

+» 

5 Towed M-55  203min 
gun/how 

18 KT range 1950s n.a. 

.-..^^■^^^.^.. ^,..,.. 
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Chapter 4 

FORWAHD DEPKNSE 
^HORT WAR. AN]) THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OK GERMANY »a 

GROUND TACTICAL FORCES 

Many have yet to learn that in the event of k  collision 
in Europe, our peoples would be deotroyed by tactical nuc 

In chapter 2 the issue of a forward - short war Strategy 

was presented and analyzed in the abstract.  The principle prob- 

lern addressed in that chapter was the issue of preventing or 

limiting the use of nuclear weapons in Central Europe. This is 

a major concern of the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG). as the 

above statement by Chancellor Schmidt illustrates.  This chapter 

will look at the causes cf the defense reorganization, which is 

occuring in the FRG, the resulting force composition changes and 

the new tactical doctrine which is being pronulgated. This will 

be done so as to further illustrate the strengths and weaknesses 

of a short war strategy.  Additionally, it is hoped that sorr.e 

conclusions can be reached as to the applicability of the force 

structure and tactics for the United States. 

Reasons for the New Pnr^ Struetnrn »nd Tactins 

In March. I969. the former FRG Chief of the Army, LTG 

Schnez ordered that a new series of tactical doctrine be de- 

veloped to replace the then existing doctrinal documents known 

O 
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as  TF  62.     This was  completed  in November.   im with the  issue 

of the  new .anual  HDv lOO/lOO.2    m introducinß this new doctrin. 

Colonel Haekenbucher.   the  chairman  of  the  FRG Army Study Group, 

explained the  major reasons  for the  change  as  follows^ 

concept  If  "mL^lve^etanaUon"^/1'11 ^  *ili%*** ^rateCic 
tion that  once  a  defensive  nosturpif?Ceeded from the  as^P~ 
would be released  in lar^e nullelt had>'en -.iaken nuclear weapons 
primarily with nuclear ooerotWu,^?COrdinßly'  the  TF 62  deals 
are  treated ^0^0^ lLsPas  ex?eDtionf

lle  ™nv(in}i™*l  operations 
minded TF 62 in large pLS i? SStdf?^ J**  P^marily nuclear 
cept  of  "flexible  rfspSnse"  leaver  ttonfi^w  %* stra^gic  con- 
weapon will be  released at «n   ««5  it    peri whQther a nuclear 
targets,  and Uwha? extent      Kvpn if Ü0 Vhen'  aeainat whi^ 
used  in the futurefit Is rather Seitain'^ I****™**™!* be 
released so generoisly,   as  the  ?P 6?  hS ^ r  they Wl11 not be 

requisite for its  oper^t^on principle^      ^/SM!
66

" 
aS a pre- 

a new operations manual ^as baSJ nee^d. hl8 reaBOn alone 

since then!    LI-^polSt SÄTa^Sw^  eqUipment have cha^e 

mentioAed'in thelv^^has^een''^ ^^ WaS not — Army in the  field. incorporated with the 

troops'werfmechani^H066^^ fr0m the  ^^on that all 

TF 62. gree  0f mob:Llity as called for in the 

nexicopxers   than was  foreseen in  thn  w? A-P       T     
e^J. 

mention them. TF understanüably could not 

itself felt more and more in military SperatUms. 

and tech"i;fy^adenit mo^fan^^63 Sf ?trategy. structure, 

on a national ILI ^n^Sp^^^^lolo;^^0 

smm ...„^.^aaaato^ri 
SafaÜkiiaiiUaiaX.ajia^..ia.!:. 
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well as the lu^;oru> learnt from the military com'llcta of recent 
yearn, demanded at least a modification of some of the operation 
in tLiPff if TF^2 '" be?aU8e iX  either did "ot ßtand ?he^es? 
had imagined it.      "  aPPlieCi aS the aUth0rß 0f the TF 62 

IV.  Finally, following the trtnd of time man's outlook, 
his language, and expressive ways have changed, they have be- 
come mor. barren and factual. What still means something to us. 
the older generation, and the words with which we would like to 
pass on our thoughts, feelings, and our experiences, are often 
not discerned or perhaps even misunderstood by the younger gen- 
eration. However, this was not the decisive reason for a rf! 
vision, yet was well taken into consideration.       * * re 

It should be noted that Colonel Hackenbucher's remarks 

on the reasons for the new tactical doctrine reflect the pre- 

viously noted FRO sentiment that nuclear defense of her land is 

not desireable.  This accurately reflects the view of those 

advocates who are espousing a short war strategy, as noted in 

chapter 2. 

In addition to Colonel Hackenbucher's list of causes 

for the adoption of a new tactical doctrine, other causes have 

been given for the organizational changes which are now taking 

place.  These include« 

1. The belief that the existing force structure did 
not meet the requirements of the NATO strategy. 

2' l^ ®iSm€J?8 0f the exiGtinK structure were not 
^!+ — ^ ?r Were becominC too expensive to maintain in their current status. 

3» Weapons technology has advanced. 

^.  The perceived need to maintain a conscript armv 
with she draftee being on active duty for 15 months,- 

5. A need to increase the number of units which are 
SS; «5 I t?.f? "Pon mobilization or the commence- ment of hostilities. 

6. The tooth-to-toie . ratio war, not desireable. 
/ 1 

' 1 
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7. Anti-tank and air defense capabilities were per- 
ceived to bo limited viv-a-vis the Warsaw Pact threat 

8. The need for armored forces to cover the border an 
the requisite mobility to bo able to concentrate at 
a decisive point.0 

It can thus be concluded that changes in the strategic 

situation coupled with perceived weaknesses caused the FRC to 

adopt a new tactical doctrine and to restructure its forces so 

as to bo able to implement that doctrine.  In other words, some 

of the same considerations which caused Canby and Komer7 to 

advocate a short war strategy for Kurope caused the Germans to 

make some fairly significant changes. 

The following pages of this chapter will deal with the 

new ground force organization and the tactical doctrine which 

these forces will follow in case of cortflict in the Central 

European theater. 

The New Federal Republic of Germany's Organization 

The following diagrams show the new command structure 

of the FRO Army and two types of brigades - Armored Infantry 

and Armored.  Several points should be noted.  Each General 

Command - corps equivalent - has its own organic airborne 

brigade and controls the home defense group and military region 

command in its area (more on these later).  In the armored 

infantry brigade, the number of infantrymen and vehicles will 
Q 

be reduced.  Simultaneously, the number of tank battalions 

will be increased by one with a resulting addition of 12 tanks. 

In the armored brigade there will be a reduction in the size 

of the Infantry Battalion with a corresponding addition of  / 

1 tnnk br-ittalion. but a reduction of 9 tanks,9 
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Di-oCUGsion of Force Strvicture 

The airborne brigades noted above are being structured 

as anti-tank brigades. These brigades would be infantry armed 

with "an enormous anti-tank fire capability»"  and would be 

airlifted to reinforce the defense at a critical point. This 

gives the General Command Commander a highly mobile (until it 

is on the ground) reaction force to contain any penetration. 

The removal of the field replacement battalion in the 

armored brigade means that it will be ready to go on order. 

This will not be the case with the armored infantry brigade. 

This cadre strength battalion problem lias been solved by a new 

principle called "stand-by-readiness". This means that the 

minister of defense will have the authority to call up 30 to 

60,000 soldiers without the approval fey the cabinet, the parlia- 

ment or NATO. Some combat service support elements will be in 

a similar status. These cadre units are to be prepared to 

fight'Vithin a few days".   This proposal reduces some of the 

problems of mobilization which are inherent in coalition warfare 

12 
and which were briefly noted in chapter 2. 

The number of armored units has been increased while 

the size of the units has been reduced. This means that a tank 

company now consists of 10 tanks (3 per platoon and 1 in the 

company headquarters). This reduces the span of control of the 

platoon leader and is compatable with the brief training time 

available to the conscript who is only on active duty for 

15 months.  The company and battalion have also had their 

adrnin./logistics side cut so that their commanders are more //' 

-- ■^'■'-'  
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concerned with training and fl^hti^.^ it is nt Brigade whore 

one first really finds service support elements. 

The eleven divisions will each have an Armored Cavalry 

aegimont of 66 tanks and 36 armored reconnaissance vehicles, 

which is the equivalent of almost another Brigade.  This gives 

the Division the capability of using this unit in an economy 

of force role or for other typical cavalry missions.1^ 

The armored infantry battalion and the engineer company 

at Brigade have mine dispensing systems organic to them.  These 

are probably designed to emplace the Pandora and Medusa anti- 

tank mines.^ This greatly increases the anti-tank defensive 

capability of the Brigade and its subordinate units.  (This 

capability will be discussed again when dealing with the de- 

fensive tactics.) 

The final point with regards to the defense reorganiza- 

tion is the upgrading of the Home Defense Groups and the Militär, 

Region Commands.  These elements are to be better trained and 

equipped so as to provide defense against airborne attacks.16 

They will have organic anti-tank destroyers and weapons.  They 

will also have organic artillery and a mine laying capability. 

These elements will provide defense in depth, critical area 

defense and combat service support.  They potentially could also 

be used for stopping penetrations or for constructing in depth 

defensive positions.  These elements when upgraded should pro- 

vide to the regular units the freedom to concentrate on their 

adversary to the east.  They also should provide the additional 

logistic support which will be required on the modern battlefield 

—■^-- 
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In short,   the  territorial forces will add  tremendous 

depth  to  the  battlerielo.     Their existence will supplement 

the  regular forces  and may  provide  a means  for dealing with 

some   of  the   problems  in  the   defensive   doctrine,  which will   be 

discussed next. 

The  force  structure  reorganization,  which the  FRG  is 

undertaking,  seems  to be  the  implementation of a short war 

strategy.     The  tooth-to-tail ratio  is  being improved-     : ;,rces 

are  being created which should be  better able  to repulse  or 

contain any Warsaw Pact attack.     These  forces are being oriented 

for a short amount of warning time and to provide  defense  in 

depth.    All of these factors seem to point in the  direction of 

the adoption of a short war strategy by the FRG.     In the follow- 

ing section  on the  new tactical  doctrine,   it will also be noted 

that the  FRG  is going to a forward defense  that aims  at denying 

the Warsaw Fact any  territorial gains  in an attack.     This  also 

is  compatible with a short war strategy. 

Thu: New i>fencivf,- Docbrii._a 

For the purpose  of thi9 .n.lysis.   the focus will be on the defensive Uctics 

that the FRG plans on using to protect its territory.1? This 5na.lysis wxii be 

some general principl» 
conduced in three« partr. Fart one will slate what appear to be 

of the defense. P^two will deal with the implantation of these principles at 

the battalion lev«!. Part three will be a critique of what ha. been presented in 

parts one and two. 

' ? 

....   ^^^.^^■^^. ^.^^*.i.. ^--...-J:M 
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G£nf£aj Irirnn^-lcs of the Drfi'iise:  Part T 

Defense lias »3 its purpose the protection of a certain area againr.t all attacks 
and thus the prevention of enemy penetrations into that region which Is to be protect^ 
The important thing here la to smaah, if possible, StrOfJtf enemy forces and thus to 
break or severly reduce his offensive strength. 

The area which a unit is assigned to defend is its defense area. The unit 
muat prevent the enemy from penetrating in any depth beyond its defense area using 
all of the means at its command. 

It is always important to stop the enemy's attack forward, before he has reached 
the defense sector or in the latter's forward portion. Here, the destraction of 
enemy tanks is of decisive importance. 

The attacker has the iniative. He makes the determination as to when and where 
h« attaoks.  The defender, however, is not confined to Just waiting for an attack; 
he should act in an Inspired and resolute manner by skillfully shifting the point' 
of the enemy main effort. 

The defense gains its strength from the »election and proper utilization of the 
terrain-the effect is primarily on fire, but also on movement through rt^ch the unit 
can skillfully and in a versatile way bring its fire and its punch to bear. 

AT defenses must be echeloned in depth and use all existing tank obstacles. 
Enemy tank attacks must be channelized through the use of obstacles, especially mine- 
fields, and thus guided into preselected areas where armored units or AT weapons can 
be effective. 

ihe defense requires primarily that terrain be held. Unit elements must attack 
or engage in delaying actions so as to seize every possible advantage that can 
be e-ined from mobile, often see-saw fighting. 

Any relinquishment of preselected terrain without a compelling reason is 
contrary to the essence of defense. However, the unit commander may employ a portion 
of his unit in delaying actions within his defense sector if he hopes to force the 
pursuing enemy units into an unfavorable situation or area where they can be nnashec1 

'y fire or a surprise counterattack. 

Counter attack, are a practical means for cfe/iminating enemy elementr-. All 
commanders must bring about such possibilities and then take advantage of them if 
there is a chance that: 

7'> 
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(1)  Kiiftny unit«   ,   v.liich hive Udefj pinned do'vn by defensive  fire,  can be dr.-.troyed 
by  a  counLfrati-M before they ar« reinforced  and before their fir« f.upt.ort c«n 
uM;e a/^ain be fully brought to bear or 
(.?)  En^ni.y  elements   ,  which  have  crossed  an obstacle,   can be  fought to  a  fitundctill 
while the bulk of the enemy  forces are still  crossing the obsrtacle,  or 
(?)   the advanced enemy elements  can be attacked On their flsn<8 or in the  rear and 
can  thus hf cut off from their own following and supporting echelons. 

Counterattacks are mandatory when there is a dftji penetration and a coherent 
defense cannot be maintained or restored by any other means.     This is also the case 
v-hen lost terrain must be recaptured. 

Units in positions will orient their defenfee toward the main combat direction; 
but because they often may not have units on their flanks,   they must be prepared 
to defend tromse]ves along their flanks and in their rear.     Combat units  and combat 
bu.port units »ust work together and coordinate their operations in this  situation. 

lositions must be held.     They can be abandoned only as  a result of orders from 
the  conuiiander who designated that particular position;     this decision will be 
made only if  the position is  no longer of decisive significance   to the defense or 
if  the defense can be continued elsewhere under more favorable conditions. 

These principles illustrate a basic philosophy which 

the  FRG  has adopted.     This philosophy is  one   of forward  defense 

where  a unit is not allowed to permit the enemy to penetrate 

through the  defemive  position.     This  defensive  position is 

organized in depth well forward.    As part of this philosophy 

it appears that the Germans are willing to accept encirclement 

of units and expect an encircled unit to continue to fight. 

The  philosophy embedded in these  principles  is  also one   of 

mobility and offensive action.     Counterattacks  in front  of and 

within the battle area are to be  conducted by any Gized unit. 

Some  of these counterattacks appear to be  different from a US 
7/ 
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doctrinal counterattack to achieve an objective and restore 

the battle area.  They are more in the nature of tank sweopa 

(another term that might apply to these attacks ig  foray) which 

it is hoped will disorganize, confuse and attrite an agressor 

force,  it also appears that hasty obstacles -. especially 

mines - will be used to supplement this defense. 

With these principles in mind, it will now be useful 

to see how they are applied by a battalion sized force. 

The Battalion in the Defense»  Fart TT 

For the purpose of this analysis a reinforced armored 

battalion will be used. This battalion will be organized as 

follows i20 

Armored Battalion 

3 Armor Companies - 30 tanks (10/co) 
1 Infantry Company - lo MICVS 
1 Anti-tank Platoon 
1 Mortar Platoon (6 tubes) (organic) 

(For the purpose of this analysis, terrain considera- 

tions will not be included.  It is necessary for the reader to 

remember the emphasis placed on terrain in the general prin- 

ciples presented earlier. This emphasis occurs at all levels 

and it is. of course, obvious that terrain considerations will 

have an impact on the actual deployment of forces.) 

This battalion will occupy a security line up to three 

kilometers (KM) in front of the FEBA.  (Brigade security forces 

are up to 10 KM in front of the FEBA.)  The battalion's securixy 

force may consist of up to 25%  of the battalion's assets.  This 

force has the normal combat outpost (COP) missions.  But it has 

thP ^itWl nUnivnn  nf  „n,.^ th. pnoTnv ^ p_w ^ 
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to deploy and thun beginning his defeat before he reaches the 

FKBA.  Thia will bo accomplished by classic delaying te .tics 

of long range ongagemont, movornent to successive and alternate 

delay positions, and the use of obstacles.  It is also implied, 

though not stated explicitly, that platoon sized counterattacks 

(tank sweeps or forays) might be utilized.  (This is explicity 

covered in the discussion of the tank battalion in the delaying 

action and there does not seem to be any reason that it could 

not also apply to a company sized element.  At no point does 

the manual say that the security force is to avoid decisive 

engagement, though that is implied.  This is of some importance 

when comparing US tactics with those of the FRG.)  These would 

occur in the following manner. As an element was withdrawing 

its adjacent tank element would attack the flank of the pursuing 

force. This it would seem could only occur if the security 

force had a reserve or if the adjacent element was not engaged. 

These two possibilities might be pictured as followsi 

4M initial delay 
positions 

second delay 
position 

/" r /— 
■\ 

x 
\ 

As unit, number 2  is forced out of its position, either 

the unit in position 1   or 3 would prepare to counterattack the 

unit putting pressure  on unit 2.     m this example,   the units 

would then  occupy their second delay positions.     This counterattac 
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could also be accomplished by the reserve, as mentioned, or 

the reserve could move and occupy position 1 and the force that 

was there could revert to reserve. 

Once the security force has been forced back to the 

FEBA. it is integrated into the Battalion defense.  This bat- 

talion defense, as was the security operation, is typified by 

audacity and mobility. The battalion will defend an area which 

is 5 KM wide and 5 KM deep.21 The defense of the battalion 

sector envisions three companies forward with a reserve of only 

one or two platoons. The battalion assigns the company pri- 

mary, alternate and supplementary positions. It should be 

pointed out that these positions are the primary control means 

which are used. The^Germans do not use boundaries between units 

within a battalion.  (This may make coordination between units 

difficult.)  it also reinforces the terrain with obstacles. 

(This reinforcement of the terrain with obstacles seems to be 

down played if one considers the capability that the battalion 

has for the creation of hasty obstacles, as was discussed 

earlier.) This assignment of positions is done to add depth to 

the battle area.  The battalion will utilize the anti-tank 

Platoons either across the entire front or it may form an anti- 

tank strong point, m either role, it is assigned an axis or 

direction along which it is to orient its fires. The infantry 

company can either be assigned suitable terrain to defend or it 

may be attached to tank companies, m either case the goal is 

to free the tanks to fight their defense in a mobile manner. 

in this regard each tank within a unit is assigned a direction 

7f 
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in which it, iu to defend.  Tho tanks either singlely or ais  a 

unit are to fight from or move from concealed positionn.  (Thio 

utilizoü to the maximum extent poüuible the mobility or the tank, 

Fight by using their mobility from changing positions, 
either partially concealed or hidden, with ä main battle 
direction for each one.23 

(It should be noted that a company cannot move out of 

the position assigned without the approval of the battalion 

commander.  He is, however, free to move his elements anywhere 

he desires within his position which may be 2000 meters wide 

and 1000 meters deep.) 

In the process of this mobile combat along the battalion 

front, it is anticipated that enemy flanks will become exposed 

either as a result of a unit moving back to an alternate positior 

or as a result of the fluidity of the situation.  In either case 

the battalion will seize this opportunity to attack and conduct 

counterattacks (probably tank sweeps or forays) by the reserve 

so as to further attrite, confuse, disorganize and ultimately 

defeat the attacker.  The reserve can also be used to reinforce 

forward elements or to intercept enemy elements which have 

penetrated. 

The armored infantry battalion defense is similar to 

the tank battalion defense.  Mobility is still used to the 

largest extent possible.  In some cases the infantry may be 

dug in while their armored carriers move around the battlefield 

engaging the enemy with their weapons. 

Analysis of the Tacticsi  Part TTT 

The previous discussion illustrates that the Germans fS 
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aru preparing to fight a defense which is characterized by 

audacity and mobility.  It would appear that they plan on in- 

creasing their combat power in a given area by using the mobil- 

ity which is inherent in armored vehicles.  This constant move- 

ment will allow them to deal with more than one enemy element 

with one of their elements.  This constant movement may, how- 

ever, create some problems. 

Constant movement of elements on the battlefield may 

make command and control very difficult.  As was noted, they 

use directions of approach and positions as control measures. 

It is not too difficult to imagine a situation where, as a 

result of two adjacent elements having moved within their posi- 

tion, gaps will result which may afford the enemy the opportunity 

to move small elements through undetected.  (Gaps are supposed 

to be observed, but during the "heat of battle" this may not 

always be the case.) if this occurs, the battalion reserves 

may not be available to counter this infiltration. This could 

create havoc in the battalion rear and might cause the brigade 

to have to commit it's reserve piecemeal.  This would be the 

case if similar infiltrations occurred elsewhere in the brigade 

sector.  This infiltration could result in units becoming 

isolated. The Germans seem willing to accept this. The fact 

that there is little combat service support forward may severly 

restrict the ability of the isolated unit to continue its resis- 

tance, unless critical supply items have been prestocked. Another 

option is to counterattack to restore the coherence of the de- 

fense.  If a brigade has committed its reserves piecemeal to y' 

SlflfV    tht*.    fmrnfK    whifh    havo    mir-noc;.; f nTl ir    r<o nr.+r... I «.)     nw    ^fnl+«,, + , 
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through tho defenae the requisite ruaerves may not bo available 

to counterattack. 

The manual does not address the use of suppressive fire 

or smoke during this mobile combat.  It is thus not known whethei 

these measures will be used.  If the Germans do not plan on 

using them, they will probably discover that they may be neces- 

sary on their mobile battlefield so as to allow them to move. 

This defensive concept would appear to be compatible witl 

nuclear warfare.  Large reserves are not maintained and thus the: 

are not lucrative targets for nuclear weapons.  The movement 

aspect of the defense coupled with the airborne (anti-tank) 

brigade at Corps level should allow the Germans to react to any 

adverse condition which may result from the Pact's utilization 

of nuclear weapons. The defense in depth created by the terri- 

torial forces also fits in well with defense on a nuclear battle 

field.  In short, while preparing to fight on a non-nuclear 

battlefield, the Germans appear to have achieved the dispersion 

and depth to defend when nuclear weapons are used. 

This mobility on the battlefield may also reduce one of 

the advantages of the defender -~ the use of terrain as a com- 

bat power multiplier.  In spite of the German belief that they 

will fight from the "partially concealed or hidden" positions 

noted early, it is easy to imagine situations where the Germans 

will expose themselves unnecessarily in the process of moving 

from position to position.  If they are hidden while moving, 

they are incapable of fighting on the move.  This may reduce 

the combat multiplier effect which was seen as resulting from 

iaa^^ii^ata^^       .■^^,£:...,, 
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th.ir u=o of mobility.    In other word3 by fiehtlng .n a ^.^ 

way   they «y  bll  ro<luoinf. thelr nr9p0wur ^^ ls  „^^ ^ 

ene,ny at any ei«n ««,.     On the other hand,  by oarerul use of 

«moke and .uPpre3t!ive fire to acoompany move^nt.  they may 

achieve the ability to .ass against a threat, while suppressing 

nünor threats,  and after having dealt with the prW.y threat, 

turn their attention to other threats.    This will take superb 

command and control, but if effective,  will allow for defense 

on wide frontages. 

The Germans talk of forward defense in depth.     But as 

noted earlier,   the depth is achieved by the use of each unit 

having alternate  positions, not by having larger reserve units 

deployed behind the committed units.    The Home Defense Groups- 

and Military Region Commands'  assets do provide depth to the 

battlefield, but this depth does not begin until one reachea 

the rear of the  corps or division.    It would thus appear that 

by not accepting encirclement that the Germans could add depth 

to the battlefield as they would have forces available  to occupy 

alternate portions.    This presents a dilemma.    The Germans 

...» to feel that if the terrain was worth defending,  it is 

worth retaining and thus the best way to do this is by holding 

it.    However, by holding this terrain, they may reduce the com- 

bat power available to defend in depth and also allow main units 

to be dealt with by the Paofs second or third echelon. 

As noted earlier, lip service is payed to the creation 

of obstacles   .. especially minefields.    This seems unusual when 

one considers the minefield laying assets which are available.^ 

."■*''. .Jai—'—-'■'—.    - -^..  
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The large scale use of this capability may provide the ability 

to contain the aggrtesor infiltrated or penetrating units and 

a^ such gain the reaction time neöessary for the battalion to 

move units from their primary positions in order to deal with 

this threat. Referring back to the initial battalion sector, 

this might happen in the following way. 

The Battalion might be deployed in the following manner, 

In the above situation the enemy has infiltrated or 

penetrated between positions 1 and 2.  The reserve has been used 

to reinforce position ^  it is at this time that someone dis- 

covers the enemy.  The battalion could then use its mine laying 

capability (with a short armed time) to stop the enemy force 

and to seal the area from which the enemy came. Simultaneously 

the platoon on position^could counterattack and then move to 

position 2A and revert to the reserve while either the reserve 

or elements from position 3 occupy position 2. it would also be 

possible for- the battalion to occupy its alternate positions. 

77 
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This of course would be giving up its forward positions which 

may not be desirable based on the doctrine.  The critical point 

to bo made hero is the use of the hasty min;, laying capability 

to slow, disorganize and attrite the enemy so as to create 

reaction time. This would allow the Germans to exploit their 

mobility and mine laying capability.  They may even want to 

create killing zones similar to this so as to defeat certain 

enemy forces in detail.  This would take detailed planning and 

duo to the inherent risks may not be desirable. 

The above analysis is not be argue that the Germans 

may not be planning to defend in the manner depicted. This is 

said because it is somewhat difficult to discuss the defense 

without having a particular piece of terrain to defend against 

a given threat force. With regards to the perceived downplaying 

of the mine laying capability, it may be that it is explained 

and integrated into the defense in other documents which are 

not available. This is probably the case since LTG Schulz did 

specifically mention the capability.  None of this, however, 

detracts from the previous comments about the tactics.  It only 

means that some of the critiques presented may have been addresse 

by the Germans. 

In conclusion the German concept of defense is highl*/ 

mobile and audacious.  There is a certain attractiveness in the 

use of the mobility of the tracked vehicles.  This use of mobil- 

ity should create confusion on the enemy's part and slow his 

momentum because he will not know where the next attack may 

/' 
.>..* 
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1 

: 

corno rrbm.  it also ohould increane their combat power by croat- 

ins a force which is highly reactive and which Id prepared by 

training and doctrine to msB mUmi  the enen^ and then dispers 

to meet the next attack when and where it comes. 

Conclusion 

The early and rapid mobilization, the forward defense 

which refuses to ^ivo up terrain, and a high tooth-to-tail 

ratio all reinforce the concept that the Federal Republic of 

Germany has adopted a short war strategy.  The discussion of 

their tactics leads one to believe that they plan on thwarting 

the enemy's efforts early and forcing him to either escalate 

or take a non-military means for conflict termination.  (For a 

discussion of this, see chapter 2.) 

The Bundeswehr and IIFIARK^ 

The foregoing discussion raises some considerations 

which the United States Army should reflect upon in its analysis 

of the defense of Central Europe.  These will be presented, but 

not analyzed in depth, at this point. 

With the FRG fighting a forward defense which does not 

Plan upon giving up terrain, careful coordination between her 

forces and those of her allies will be necessary so as to ensure 

that gaps do not develop,  if the US is delaying in order to 

gain time while CONUS based forces are being airlifted to Europe 

and the Germans are defending forward, the distinct possibility 

exists that gaps will be created.  This needs to be coordinated 

from the theater level down to battalion level. 
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The German hasty mi,ll; layi,^ capability is another 

ca.nabiiity that the US Army oh„uld examine in some ^^       ^ 

wouid appear to be a oapability which would increase the combat 

power ox a battalion and ,„aKe it more capable of defending tor 

a longer period against a Pact enslaught. 

integration of the territorial ar^ and the capabilities 

which it offers should be considered by American war planners, 

sxnee the territorial army is designed to operate throughout 

Germany, it may provide some rear area activities such as traf- 

fio control, engineer support, and rear area security (among 

others) which would allow the United States to increase her' 

tooth-to-tail ratio. 

The German defense reorganization with its emphasis on 

armored forces may offer the United States something in this 

era of high manpower costs. By placing some infantry units in 

the reserve and filling those positionB ^ ^ ^^ ^ 

would be possible to increase the anti-tan. capability needed 

to defend against the initial tank enslaught with fewer n,en. 

(This was one of the issues in chapter 1 which had to be dealt 

with.)  Tte concept of standby reserves adopted by the FRG 

and reco^ended by DOD to the Congress, fits very neatly into 

this concept. This would require an increased level of readi- 

ness on the part of the reserves and a change in division organi. 

nation in order to allow for cadre type infantry units. There 

are numerous political considerations which are associated with 

this concept, but it is worthy of consideration. 

•! ^JM. 
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The final area of consideration is the German tactical 

doctrine.  By adopting a defense which IK characterized by mobil 

combat where audacity and tenaciousness are the by-words, the 

United States would be moving toward the utilization of small 

unit initiative. This mobile combat concept might also partially 

alleviate the problems of defense on extended frontages.  This 

would substitute mobility for the inherent weakness of spreading 

forces along a front and then tying them to a given sector. 

The concept of a fighting COP rather than one which only provides 

early warning is also useful to consider. This would provide 

depth to the battlefield and allow the commander to exploit 

his mobility to deal with primary and secondary threats by 

order of priority by applying economy of force measures in part 

of his sector while defeating the other threats in mobile warfare 

The problem of a potential deprecation of combat power because 

of its unavailability duning movement, noted earlier, needs to 

be considered before this concept is adopted. As noted earlier, 

suppressive fires and the use of smoke may slow the attacker and 

make this rapid movement from threat to threat a more viable 

defensive concept. 

The one thing that the United States must avoid is the 

application of the German tactical principles to situations and 

terrain where they are not applicable.  In other words, what 

may work in Europe may not be as applicable to defensive combat 

in other geographical areas against opponents who are organized 

differently and fight with different tactics. 
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The Föderal Republic's organisation and tactics seem 

to be oriented towards winning the first battle of a NATO - 

Warsaw Pact conventional conflict and thus placing the Pact in 

a position where they face the dilemma noted in chapter 2. A 

tenacious forward defense is to be employed which should be 

difficult to overcome without nuclear weapons. Thus conventional 

conflict prevention has been increased but conflict control may 

have been reduced since the Pact may use nuclear weapons early. 

But. since even "tactical" nuclear war is unacceptable to the 

FRG, they seem to have adopted the only doctrine and force struc- 

ture available. They are defending forward and not giving up 

terrain so as to avoid being nibbled away by a series of small 

faits accompli.  They are also placing the onus or the Pact to 

utilize nuclear weapons first, and their tactical doctrine is 

compatible with nuclear warfare. 

As has been noted, there are certain aspects of the FRG 

concept which seem attractive and should be given thorough 

examination by the United States. 

fv 
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going from 33 to 36 brigades.  Exactly what kind of brigade 
being eliminated is unknown.  It would be possible to form 
additional one and a half Brigades out of the tanks available 
there are now to be 99 tanks in the brigade.  The personnel 
man them could be coming from the staff reductions and the 

elimination and consolidation of some admin/log elements. 
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12. The problem of rnobilizatj on i« a multifaceted ono.  One must 
identify that hia potential opponent is preparing to attack. 
This may take time.  Then he muat react by preparing his forces. 
This may be a very time consuming process due to domer;tic politic 
and/or alliance politics,  another problem is how much preparatior 
will the opponent go through before attacking — will it be days 
or weeks.  Thus it can be seen that there are numerous factors 
which may prevent the mobilization of NATO's forces in time.  The 
FRG standby readiness posture partially alleviaces most of these 
problems.  To be exact the German forces react very early — sevei 
days — after mobilization.  They then will use their manpower 
reserves as fill, i.e. once the 36 brigades are at full strength 
the other trained personnel will be used as replacements.  This 
further illustrates their "short war" thinking. 

13. LTG Schulz, o£. cit., p. !• 

14. Ibid., p. 20. 

15. Stefan Geisenheyner-, "A Defensive Weapons for Europe«  Pandoi 
Medusa, Dragon Seed" Survival. International Institute for Stra- 
tegic Studies (London, September, 1971). PP- 307-39- The mine 
dispensing systems can create a minefield which is 400x200 meters 
in 30 seconds, according to LTG Schulz.  (The text of his speech 
is not clear as to whether one system can do this or that it 
takes all 12 of them which are in the brigade's engineer company.) 

16. LTG Schulz, og. oil., pp. 20-21.  The White Paper 1973/74 
describes these elements as follows«  The Territorial Army is 
made up of territorial military headquarters and agencies as well 
as territorial forces. There are three territorial commands and 
five military district commands with their subordinate commands. 
The forces of the Territorial Army are assigned to the various 
commands according to the functions to be performed. The mission 
of the Territorial Army is: 

'to ensure the freedom of manoeuvre of the German Army field 
forces and of the allied forces, 
*to provide rear area security against infilitrated, penetra- 
ted or airlanded enemy forces, 

'to give logistic support, in co-operation with the BUNDESWEl 
Administration and the military medical and health services, 
to the Army field forces from the available national resourc 

TERRITORIAL ARMY as of October 1, 1973 

Peacetime strength«  64,000 military personnel 
3 territorial commands 
5 military district commands 

30 military region commands 
(including Bremen and Hamburg Garrison Commands) 

71 military subregion commands 
(including Munich Garrison Headquarters) 

and special activities such as denial engineers, regional communic 
tion agencies 1 movomont headquarters. ,p/ 
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In addition, the Territorial Army includes diverse other territor- 
ial forcoo of various typo and strength according; to their mission 
such asi 
5 home defence groups 

(two of which are yet to be activated) 
k  service support conimands 
1 signal brigade 
2 signal regiments 
2 engineer regiments 
as well as  additional units  of the 
.  signal troops 
.  military police  troops 
.  psychological defence  troops 
.  JAGER Troops 
.   CDR  defence   troops   (defence against chemical,  biological,   and 

radiological weapons) 
.   engineer troops 
.   technical troops 
.   medical  troops 

1?.    The  defense  has been chosen for it  is the initial posture 
that the  FRG would most likely adopt and because it is here  that 
there  appears  to be  the  most new  thinking. 

18.     The  battalion level was chosen as  it is manageable and fully 
illustrates   the  new thinking. 

19,    This flection comprises a list of principles which were discerned in discussions 
vith COL Gerhardt (rRG LUO at CGSC).    The principles presented are not all of those 
he diocussed nor nur they presented in the same^as'COL Gerhardt discussed then. 
The  telectlon of principle:-, and their ordering was an attempt to make aome points 
and to provide  some  concepts which wi1! be sed in part two—tlie defense of the batulj 
There are some points omitted which may be of critical importance to some reader?, 
but Wf-re not of major importance  to this author. 

?.0.     By  referring back  to  the  defense  reorganization charts,   the 
reader will  discern  that this  battalion has  its  normal battalion 
assets plus an infantry company of 10 MIGV's from the brigade's 
armored infantry battalion and a AT platoon from the  tank destroyt 
company.     It should be noted that the  Germans  also envision the 
tank destroyer company and the  armored infantry battalion operat- 
ing as  independent elements without cross  attachment.     On this 
subject see   Tactical Principles  of  the  Combat Forces  for the 
Operational   Command  of  Battalions  and  CornpaniosT     (FUß H  III  2   - 
File  No.   60-15-00)   (Bonn,   15 August 197^)•     ATT of  the  details 
of the battalion defense which is  presented havcbeen taken from 
the above reference and each individual portion will not be 
referenced except for direct quotes. 
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XI .     la 
uti,i.i.'/,ed 
(60-15 n 
This   ia 

not   the; 
fronta^u 
whether 
siae of 
actual c 

the example ur.od,  the  now battalion or^aniaation iü 
There   i'J  »omo nuoctlon au   to whether the   manual 

otod above)   is truly  applicable   l.>   uhe  new  or/viVii/.ation. 
the  cabe   ai>   there  arc;   two (;xanipleü 

The  new   organization hau  only   ') 
present 'j.    T1\.U; in  important only 
a  that  a t';iven element can  defend. 
the  Germans  plan on reducing frontages with the reduced 
a battalion.    This  could probably  only be  discerned from 
ontingency plans, which needless  to say are not available, 

where   'j  tanks are 
tanks   per'  platoon  — 
as.  It efleets  the 
It is no'A known 

?2.    Col.  Orhirdt disagrees on this point.    He states that the FRG does use 
boundapi«« between company  nized units, but that for some reason the n.anual ih-t 
T used  for my data did* not show them,    lie has shown me manuals in German where 
houndaries  are  rshown between  companies. 

??.   CO-ISt  op.   cU.,  p.   33« 

?ß,     Aj'iin Col. "erhardt dls&gre«8. He points out that tbe use of supressive 
fires and smoke are di3cu5S<-d in other manuals which have not been translated into 
Sngllsh. He also notes that if something is mentioned in one manual it very well 
may not be mentioned in another one. this is the case here. This seems to he 
a shortcoming in the F'.IG manual writing technique as it makes it more difficult 
for outsiders to understand the German concepts completely. 

23. Col..Gerhardt disagrees at this point for the same reason noted in end note th, 
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